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(U) Executive Summary: National Risk Landscape 

(U) The 2011 National Risk Profile describes the risks facing the Nation’s critical 
infrastructure that must be managed by the Department of Homeland Security and its 
partners. It is designed to help policy and budgetary decisionmakers and critical 
infrastructure partners understand the critical infrastructure risk landscape and inform 
their risk management decisions. It does not address all potential risks, but it does 
address those risks created by threats and vulnerabilities that may cause significant 
consequences.  

(U) Every day, the Nation faces myriad risks—naturally occurring and manmade 
(intentionally and unintentionally introduced)—that affect public health, safety, and 
security. The risk taxonomy below (see Figure 1) illustrates a number of those important 
risks facing critical infrastructure in 2011 and beyond, although it could be expanded to 
include many more.  
  
(U) Nine national, cross-cutting risks have been identified in the 2011 National Risk 
Profile in consultation with critical infrastructure protection and resilience partners. 
These prevalent risks to the critical infrastructure are grouped in accordance with this 
risk taxonomy: (1) naturally occurring risks (space weather, extreme weather, and 
pandemic disease); (2) unintentionally introduced manmade risks (industrial disaster, 
aging infrastructure, and economic instability); and (3) intentionally introduced 
manmade risks (terrorism, border security, and cyber disruption). Critical infrastructure 
risks to each of the 18 critical infrastructure sectors and 10 federally administered 
regions have also been provided. There may be cases where the national risks may not 
be as great to a particular region or sector but still create cross-cutting risk. The 
national, regional, and sectoral perspectives used to evaluate these risks add 
dimensionality and the interdependent nature of the critical infrastructure adds depth. 
Looking at the prevalence of threats, vulnerabilities, consequences, and the overall risk 
composed of these elements for the critical infrastructure sectors indicates the following 
for the overall National Risk Landscape: 
 

 (U) The Transportation Systems Sector, Energy Sector, Food and Agriculture 
Sector, and Commercial Facilities Sector (in order) are potentially most affected 
by national cross-cutting risks and risks characteristic of individual federally 
administered regions; 

  
 (U) Cyber disruption, terrorism, natural disasters, insider threats, and supply 

chain vulnerabilities (in order) potentially contribute most to critical infrastructure 
risks;  
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 (U) Severe storms, flooding, hurricanes/typhoons, and tornadoes (in order) 
potentially create the most weather-related risk for the critical infrastructure 
sectors and regions; and 

 
 (U) The interdependent nature of the critical infrastructure sectors means that 

even those sectors that are at lesser risk may be affected when other sectors at 
higher risk are damaged or destroyed.  

 
(U) Policy and budgetary decisionmakers and critical infrastructure partners are 
challenged in their efforts to mitigate critical infrastructure risk by the large number and 
complexity of risks that could potentially affect their areas of responsibility. By identifying 
the most prevalent risks to the critical infrastructure and the elements that contribute 
most to regional and sectoral risks, this National Risk Profile may offer guidance to 
those decisionmakers regarding resource allocation and priorities. 
 
(U) The 9/11 Commission Report noted that the inability to foresee possibilities that 
might occur in the future was among the key contributors in the failure to prevent the 
attack on September 11, 2011. Although the Commission was referring to terrorism, the 
same can be said regarding all of the risks outlined here. Forecasting is part of the 
planning paradigm, but such planning is an activity that is often sacrificed when trying to 
do more with less. Even when planning does occur, it may only address first-order 
events, such as an earthquake occurring in a particular geographic area and affecting a 
particular critical infrastructure sector. Second-order and other events, such as an 
ensuing tsunami and the impact of that tsunami on nuclear power plants, may not be 
identified in advance. If they are not identified in advance, the necessary plans will not 
be put in place, response to such complex emergencies will be conducted without the 
benefit of already identified actions. The inability to foresee possibilities and 
subsequently respond to the crises created by these possibilities contributes directly to 
critical infrastructure risk. The National Risk Profile seeks to identify risk, in part, through 
forecasting and other methods to imagine possibilities. 
 
(U) As with any landscape, over the course of time, changes occur. They can alter the 
landscape, increase visibility, and clarify the horizon. As the risks and/or our 
understanding of the risks in the National Risk Profile change, so may parts of the 
National Risk Profile and the National Risk Landscape derived from it. Notwithstanding 
this potential for change, the 2011 National Risk Profile addresses risks that impact the 
Nation’s critical infrastructure now and are expected to be pose risks to the critical 
infrastructure in the future. This allows planners to address more than just today’s risk 
landscape. 
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 (U) Figure 1: Risk Taxonomy 
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(U) Key Findings 

(U) Naturally Occurring Risks 

 (U) Space Weather Risks – The next peak of solar activity should occur by 2013. 
Solar activity—particularly solar storms—produces the direst consequences and 
contributes greatly to critical infrastructure risk, especially since it potentially disrupts 
fundamental operating systems. Geographically, the entire United States is at risk 
from space weather, with those States in the upper latitudes at greater risk. The 
space weather risk is greatest for the Energy Sector, as well as the Communications 
Sector and Transportation Systems Sector. 

 (U) Extreme Weather Risks – Although coastal hurricanes, tropical storms, and 
tsunamis are the most costly extreme weather events, those caused by extreme hot 
and cold temperatures, as well as severe storms and the flooding associated with 
them occur much more frequently. These commonly occurring extreme weather 
events contribute most significantly to critical infrastructure risk by potentially 
reducing operability temporarily or permanently. Geographically, the entire United 
States is at risk from extreme weather. Extreme temperatures create the greatest 
risk for the Communications Sector, Energy Sector, Food and Agriculture Sector, 
Healthcare and Public Health Sector, Transportation Systems Sector, and Water 
Sector.  

 (U) Pandemic Disease Risks – The most threatening pandemic diseases are 
caused by highly pathogenic microorganisms for which humans, animals, or plants 
have not developed immunity and for which medications or treatments do not 
already exist or cannot be developed quickly, manufactured easily, or distributed 
efficiently. Risk for the critical infrastructure is due to difficulty in characterizing 
pandemic disease in advance, reduced available workforce, and increased demand 
to manage the pandemic and its impacts. Geographically, the entire United States is 
at risk from pandemic disease. Pandemic disease creates the greatest risk for the 
Healthcare and Public Health Sector and Emergency Services Sector (in the case of 
pandemics affecting humans) and the Food and Agriculture Sector (in the case of 
pandemics affecting animals and plants), followed by the Banking and Finance 
Sector, Emergency Service Sector, Information Technology Sector, Transportation 
Systems Sector, and Water Sector. If demand for services is great enough, the Food 
and Agriculture Sector (in the case of pandemic animal disease) and the Healthcare 
and Public Health Sector (in the case of pandemic human disease) could cease to 
function entirely. 
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(U) Unintentionally Introduced Manmade Risks 

 (U) Industrial Disasters Risks – Aside from the potential for catastrophic 
consequences associated with industrial disasters, this risk for the critical 
infrastructure is due to the inability of industry to do more with less and the inability 
to recognize unusual circumstances in industrial design or operation. 
Geographically, industry throughout the entire United States is at risk from industrial 
disasters. These human factors create the greatest risk of industrial disaster for the 
Chemical Sector Critical Manufacturing Sector Defense Industrial Base Sector 
Energy Sector Food and Agriculture Sector Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste 
Sector Transportation Systems Sector and Water Sector.  

 
 (U) Aging Infrastructure Risks – Unusable, ineffectual, and deteriorating critical 

infrastructure, as well as the potential for exploitation of these vulnerabilities, 
increase risk. Risk for the critical infrastructure is due to the inadvertent introduction 
of flaws, reduced inspection and maintenance workforce, and insufficient 
investment. Geographically, the entire United States is at risk from aging 
infrastructure. Aging will affect all critical infrastructure sectors and ultimately reduce 
or erode their capacity and lifetimes in unexpected and unpredicted ways. Attempts 
to counteract ill effects vary by critical infrastructure type and associated funding. 
Economic effects could also result from aging infrastructure, as the lack of spending 
on critical infrastructure throughout the United States may cause the Nation to lose 
competitiveness in the global market. 

 
 (U) Economic Instability Risks – An unstable economy can suffer from reduced 

government spending, high unemployment, inflation, and/or pronounced business 
cycles that reduce private sector spending. Lack of public and private sector 
spending and unemployment contribute most to risk for the critical infrastructure, 
making it less reliable, safe, and secure. Geographically, the entire United States is 
at risk from economic instability. Those sectors that that are considered critical parts 
of the national security apparatus (such as the Defense Industrial Base Sector, 
Government Facilities Sector, and parts of the Transportation Systems Sector) may 
fare better, but an unstable economy could increase risk for all critical infrastructure 
sectors. 

 
(U) Intentionally Introduced Manmade Risks 
 
 (U//FOUO) Terrorism Risks –Every critical infrastructure sector is potentially at risk 

for terrorism. Decentralization of terrorist groups increases risk throughout the 
Nation and its critical infrastructure. However, some sectors are at greater risk due 
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to greater expressed interest on the part of terrorists, greater potential 
consequences, and/or lower perceived security postures. Geographically, the entire 
United States is at risk from terrorism, although some locations are at greater risk 
than others. The Commercial Facilities Sector, Government Facilities Sector, 
Banking and Finance Sector, and Transportation Systems Sector face greatest risk 
due to their public accessibility, the high density of people in enclosed areas, and the 
potential for psychological impacts beyond an initial attack. The Chemical Sector, 
Dams Sector, Food and Agriculture Sector, and Water Sector are at greater risk due 
to the potential for large consequences. The Commercial Facilities Sector and 
Transportation Systems Sector are at greatest risk due to their vulnerability to small-
scale operations. Although the use of IEDs contributes to risk for all critical 
infrastructure sectors, recent plots and events indicate that the Postal and Shipping 
Sector and Transportation Systems Sector continue to be at particular risk. 
Economically important critical infrastructure in the United States also remains a 
possible target.  

 
 (U) Border Security Risks - Threats coming across and vulnerabilities at any part 

of the border create risk for the critical infrastructure that is located at the border and 
the critical infrastructure that relies on supplies that have to cross the border. The 
greatest border security risks to critical infrastructure are due to lack of personnel 
security, importation and use of counterfeit materials, and exploitation of 
vulnerabilities where critical infrastructure is located at the border. The large span of 
some borders contributes to these problems and provides greater access by 
criminals and terrorists. However, geographically, the entire United States is at risk 
for lack of border security. Lack of effective border security creates the greatest risk 
for the Banking and Finance Sector, Chemical Sector, Commercial Facilities Sector, 
Communications Sector, Critical Manufacturing Sector, Energy Sector, Food and 
Agriculture Sector, Healthcare and Public Health Sector, Information Technology 
Sector, Postal and Shipping Sector, Transportation Systems Sector, and Water 
Sector. 
 

 (U) Cyber Disruption Risks – The critical infrastructure community faces new 
challenges regarding cyber disruptions. The greatest cyber disruption risks are due 
to attacks on the cyber infrastructure and continuous adaptation of the threat. 
Geographically, the entire United States is at risk for cyber disruption. Cyber 
disruption creates the greatest risk for the Banking and Finance Sector; Commercial 
Facilities Sector; Communications Sector; Critical Manufacturing Sector; Dams 
Sector; Emergency Services Sector; Energy Sector; Food and Agriculture Sector; 
Government Facilities Sector; Healthcare and Public Health Sector; Transportation 
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Systems Sector; Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Sector; Postal and 
Shipping Sector; and Transportation Systems Sector.  

(U) Sector Risks 

 (U) Banking and Finance – The sector faces current and ongoing risks from cyber 
attacks, insider wrongdoing, pandemic disease, and large-scale physical attacks.  

 (U) Chemical – The sector faces current and increasing risks owing to the 
vulnerability of network-based control systems, insider threats, terrorist threats, and 
natural disasters and accidents.  

 (U) Commercial Facilities – The sector faces ongoing and increasing risks from 
bombing; active shooters; and terrorist attacks using chemical, biological, 
radiological, or nuclear weapons or agents. 
 

 (U) Communications – The sector faces ongoing risks from cyber disruption, 
insider threats, and space weather.  

 (U) Dams – The sector faces current and increasing risks from natural hazards, the 
use of explosives by determined aggressors, and aging infrastructure.  

 
 (U) Defense Industrial Base – The sector faces risks from cyber disruption and loss 

of supply chain integrity.  
 
 (U) Emergency Services – The sector faces risks from a lack of standardized and 

common communications resources, dependence on transportation for the 
movement of personnel, supplies, and other resources, pandemic disease, and from 
terrorist attacks using hazardous materials and/or chemical, biological, radiological, 
or nuclear agents. 

 
 (U) Energy – The sector faces current, continuing, and increasing risks from cyber 

attacks, physical attacks, and natural hazards. 
 
 (U) Food and Agriculture - The sector faces ongoing and increasing risks from 

food contamination through often unanticipated transport mechanisms, disease and 
pests, and severe weather. 
 

 (U) Government Facilities – The sector faces current and ongoing risks from 
terrorist attacks, cyber security breaches, and ineffective security personnel 
procurement and oversight. 
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 (U) Healthcare and Public Health – The sector faces current and ongoing risks 

from global supply chain disruptions, theft and exploitation of medical goods and 
confidential medical information, and pandemic disease. 

 (U) Information Technology – The sector faces current and ongoing risks from 
cyber disruptions and supply chain vulnerabilities. 
 

 (U) National Monuments and Icons – The sector faces current and increasing risks 
from terrorist attacks. 

 (U) Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste – The sector faces current and 
ongoing risks from physical incidents, cyber intrusions, insider threats, theft and 
diversion of materials, severe weather, and supply chain vulnerabilities. 

 
 (U) Postal and Shipping – The sector faces current and ongoing risks owing to the 

openness of the sector, mail-based threats, and attacks on modes of transportation. 
 
 (U) Transportation Systems – The sector faces current and ongoing risks from 

terrorism, sector openness, and interdependencies with other critical infrastructure 
sectors. 

 
 (U) Water – The sector faces current and ongoing risks from contamination, natural 

hazards, aging infrastructure, and physical and cyber attacks directed against this 
sector and other sectors upon which it is dependent. 

 

(U) Regional Risks 

 (U) Region I – The region will continue to experience risks from severe winter 
weather, hurricanes, and other storms that can cause flooding, and risks to the 
Energy Sector and Transportation Systems Sector in particular.  
 

 (U) Region II – The region will continue to experience risks from severe storms and 
risks to the Banking and Finance Sector and Transportation Systems Sector in 
particular. 
 

 (U) Region III – The region will continue to experience risks from floods, hurricanes, 
severe storms, snow, and tornadoes, and risks to the Government Facilities Sector 
and Transportation Systems Sector in particular.  
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 (U) Region IV – The region will continue to experience risks from hurricanes, 
tornadoes, flooding, ice storms, wildfires, and earthquakes due to the New Madrid 
Seismic Zone, and risks to the Commercial Facilities Sector and Chemical Sector in 
particular. 
 

 (U) Region V – The region will continue to experience risks from flooding, severe 
storms, and tornadoes, and risks to the Food and Agriculture Sector and 
Transportation Systems Sector in particular. 

 (U) Region VI – The region will continue to experience risks from coastal storms, 
hurricanes, severe ice storms, and severe storms, and risks to the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, and Energy Sector in particular. 

 (U) Region VII – The region will continue to experience risks from floods, severe 
storms, tornadoes, and earthquakes due to the New Madrid Seismic Zone, and risks 
to the Chemical Sector and Food and Agriculture Sector in particular. 
 

 (U) Region VIII – The region will continue to experience risks from severe storms 
and events that cause flooding, and landslides, and risks to the Dams Sector and 
Water Sector in particular. 

 (U) Region IX – The region will continue to experience risks from earthquakes, 
severe storms, typhoons, and wildfires, and risks to the Commercial Facilities Sector 
and Transportation Systems Sector in particular. 

 (U) Region X – The region will continue to experience risks from earthquakes, 
landslides, severe storms, tornadoes, volcanic eruptions, and wildfires, and risks to 
the Energy Sector and Transportation Systems Sector in particular. 
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(U) Introduction 

(U) The 2011 National Risk Profile describes the risks facing the Nation’s critical 
infrastructure that must be managed by the Department of Homeland Security and its 
partners. It is designed to help policy and budgetary decisionmakers and critical 
infrastructure partners understand the critical infrastructure risk landscape and inform 
their risk management decisions. It does not address all potential risks, but it does 
address those risks created by threats and vulnerabilities that may cause significant 
consequences.  

(U) The 2011 National Risk Profile looks forward at risks to critical infrastructure and will 
be the basis for reporting back in the 2012 National Critical Infrastructure Protection 
Annual Report and the 2012 Sector Annual Report for each critical sector. Those 
documents will, in part, assess how the risks described in this document were managed 
in 2012. These risks will also be considered and addressed in the triennial Critical 
Infrastructure Risk Management Plan. Using qualitative and quantitative analysis and 
the best information available from our partners, the 2011 National Risk Profile looks 
into the future. It will be updated annually. While there are no perfect predictions, the 
National Risk Profile helps decisionmakers address the risks of tomorrow with the 
leadership and resources of today.  

(U) Purpose 

(U) The Homeland Security Act of 2002 requires the Secretary of Homeland Security to 
report annually to Congress on: (1) risks to the Nation’s critical infrastructure; and (2) 
the regulatory and voluntary measures taken to manage those risks. The Department of 
Homeland Security Office of Infrastructure Protection began the Critical Infrastructure 
Risk Management Enhancement Initiative (CIRMEI) in 2010 to strengthen the link 
between the National Risk Profile, the National Critical Infrastructure Protection Annual 
Report, and the Critical Infrastructure Risk Management Plan so that planning and 
resource allocation would be based upon risk-informed metrics. These three documents 
address congressionally mandated annual reporting requirements. They also serve as 
the foundation for critical infrastructure protection strategic and budgetary planning, 
ensuring that tactical resources roll-up into a strategic direction that is based upon the 
measurable management of defined risks as agreed to by the interagency and private 
partners. 
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(U) Scope 

(U) The 2011 National Risk Profile addresses past and current risks. It includes 
information regarding the threat to, vulnerability of, and consequences for the critical 
infrastructure sectors and uses that information to look forward at risks to critical 
infrastructure.a  

(U) Methodology 

(U) Partnership engagement was critical to each methodological step used to develop 
the 2011 National Risk Profile. Critical infrastructure and resilience partners clearly 
articulated what the National Risk Profile needed to provide them in the way of decision 
support. These partners, as well as analysts throughout the Department of Homeland 
Security and the Federal Government, were engaged, providing qualitative and 
quantitative data for the analysis supporting the 2011 National Risk Profile. Outreach 
was conducted through the Sector Coordinating Councils; Government Coordinating 
Councils; Federal Senior Leadership Council; Regional Consortium Coordinating 
Council; State, Local, Tribal, and Territorial Government Coordinating Council; Regional 
Protective Security Advisors, Private Sector Cross-Sector Council, Federal Departments 
and agencies; and other relevant and interested organizations. Data were also drawn 
from sources already produced by our partners, such as sector risk assessments and 
Federal Emergency Management Agency hazard reports. Our partners within the 
Intelligence Community were also asked to identify sector-specific threats by actor and 
attack method.  

(U) Sector-specific plans were analyzed to produce a hierarchical holographic model.b 
The Intelligence Community, critical infrastructure partners, and the cyber community 
identified risk-related scenarios that were applied to the model. Leadership within the 
Department of Homeland Security Office of Infrastructure Protection identified emergent 
forces that were also applied to the model. These scenarios were filtered at the national, 
regional, and sectoral levels. Statistically significant natural hazards data were 
identified. The results of the filtering and statistical identification were combined and 
resulted in the analysis of the critical infrastructure system. The diagram below (see 
Figure 2) illustrates this methodology. 

 

                                                             
a (U) “Historians are fond of saying that the study of the past can help us to understand the future. Futurists agree, and point out that 
all our ideas about the future necessarily come from the past, not the future itself, for the very simple reason that the future, by 
definition, has never existed. What has happened in the past is our only source of guidance to what may happen in the future.” 
[Cornish, E., The Study of the Future: An Introduction to the Art and Science of Understanding and Shaping Tomorrow’s World, 
Washington, DC: World Futures Society, 1977: p. 103] 
b Hierarchical Holographic Modeling is a structured approach to look at complex systems from multiple perspectives. 
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 UNCLASSIFIED 

 
 (U) Figure 2: 2011 NRP Methodological Approach 

(U) Hierarchical holographic modeling trend analysis, research studies of changes over 
time, statistical analysis, scenario development, structuring, filtering, and analysis and 
the identification of relevant, probable, and possible futures were based on information 
provided by our partners regarding previous, current, and emerging threats, 
vulnerabilities, and consequences.  

(U) Given the need to understand risk and identify risk futures for the Nation, it was not 
possible to depend entirely on quantitative data. Where sufficient data existed, 
quantitative methods (e.g., trend analysis, environmental scanning, and extrapolation) 
were used. Where data were insufficient, subjective methods to elicit judgments were 
used (e.g., solicitation of expert opinion and structured analogies).  
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(U) Naturally Occurring Risks 

(U) Although disaster-related fatalities have generally declined, economic recovery 
costs have at least doubled every decade, due to increasing population and physical 
critical infrastructure density throughout the Nation—particularly along the coastlines.1 
Significant investments are not expected to be made over the next 25 years in 
technology to control the weather and other such naturally occurring phenomena. 
Therefore, those charged with protecting critical infrastructure must plan for the 
continued occurrence of natural hazards, err on the side of caution, and assume equal 
or greater severity or impact. Three naturally occurring risks have been identified in the 
2011 National Risk Profile as having potentially significant impact in the critical 
infrastructure context: space weather risks, extreme weather risks, and pandemic 
disease risks. 

(U) Space Weather Risks 

(U) Space weatherc is always present and is characterized by a variety of activities that 
produce a spectrum of consequences. Solar activity—particularly solar storms—
produces the direst consequences and contributes most significantly to critical 
infrastructure risk. Geographically, all of the United States is at risk from space weather, 
with those in the upper latitudes at greater risk.2 

(U) Solar activity cycles have extremes occurring approximately every 11 years.3 After a 
relatively calm period,4 the sun started becoming more active at the beginning of 2011 
and is expected to become increasingly active into 2013,5 when the next solar 
maximum occurs6 and the cycle begins again. However, the next extreme space 
weather event could occur before 2013. Space weather risk is expected to increase at 
least until 2013. 

(U) Extreme space weather events that create widespread blackouts and irreparable 
equipment damage7 could affect millions of people,d cost the Nation billions of dollars,e 

                                                             
c (U) Space weather is composed of severe disturbances of the upper atmosphere and the near-Earth space environment that are 
driven by the magnetic activity of the Sun. [Committee on the Societal and Economic Impacts of Severe Space Weather Events, 
Space Studies Board, Division on Engineering and Physical Sciences, National Research Council of the National Academies, 
Severe Space Weather Events – Understanding Societal and Economic Impacts: A Workshop Report, Washington, DC: National 
Academies Press, 2008: p. 1, www.nap.edu/catalog/12507.html, accessed 12 April 2011] 
d (U) For example, a solar storm in 1989 caused northeastern Canada’s Hydro-Quebec power grid to collapse within 90 seconds, 
leaving millions of people without electricity for up to nine hours. [Kappenman JG, Zanetti, LJ, and Radasky, WA, Geomagnetic 
Storms Can Threaten Electric Power Grid, EV World, accessed at http://evworld.com/article.cfm?storyid=246 on April 22, 2011] 
e (U) If a space weather event occurs that is even slightly more severe than the geomagnetic storm of 1980, there could be a $36 
billion loss in gross domestic product. Also, “other assessments placed the 1989 and 1991 geomagnetic storm effects in a category 
equivalent to Hurricane Hugo and the San Francisco earthquake in their relative impact on the reliability of the electric power grid.” 
[Kappenman JG, Zanetti, LJ, and Radasky, WA, Geomagnetic Storms Can Threaten Electric Power Grid, EV World, accessed at 
http://evworld.com/article.cfm?storyid=246 on April 22, 2011] 
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and take years to achieve full recovery.f These large consequences contribute greatly to 
risk. However, lesser space weather activities also contribute to ongoing risk. For 
example, solar activity disrupted communication satellites in June 2011, but the effect 
was manageable.8 Although it is not yet possible to accurately predict the severity of 
solar storms and other solar activity, the length of the solar cycles (11 years) has been 
documented and the effects of solar activity can be forecasted.g 

(U) Space weather risk is greatest for the Energy Sectorh due to its susceptibility to the 
magnetic disruptions created by solar storms. The Communications Sector and the 
Transportation Systems Sector also use technology that is susceptible to magnetic 
disruption and are therefore also at risk. This risk is proportional to the amount of such 
technology these and other critical infrastructure sectors possess and how much they 
depend upon it. 

(U) Extreme Weather Risks 

(U) Although coastal hurricanes, tropical storms, and tsunamis are the most costly 
extreme weather events,i those caused by extreme hot and cold temperatures and 
severe storms (and the flooding associated with them) occur much more frequently.j 
These commonly occurring extreme weather events contribute most significantly to 
critical infrastructure risk. (Extreme weather risks specific to geographic areas of the 
United States can be found in the Regional Risk section below.) 

(U) Extreme temperatures increase risk by affecting materials, humans, animals, and 
plants. Higher and lower temperatures over prolonged periods of time increase risk to 
the critical infrastructure, causing elements to break and cease to function. For 
example, pipelines that freeze and then rupture place the Transportation Systems 
Sector at risk;9 when temperatures get too high,k people, animals, and plants may die, 
placing the Food and Agriculture Sector and the Healthcare and Public Health Sector at 
                                                             
f “(U) The 1859 storm—known as the "Carrington Event" after astronomer Richard Carrington, who witnessed the instigating solar 
flare—electrified transmission cables, set fires in telegraph offices, and produced Northern Lights so bright that people could read 
newspapers by their red and green glow. A report by the National Academy of Sciences found that if a similar storm occurred today, 
it could cause $1 to 2 trillion in damages to society's high-tech infrastructure and require 4 to 10 years for complete recovery. For 
comparison, Hurricane Katrina caused “only” $80 to 125 billion in damage.” [National Aeronautics and Space Administration, New 
Solar Cycle Predicted, http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2009/29may_noaaprediction/, accessed April 25, 
2011] 
g (U) The NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center conducts such forecasting. [http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/alerts/index.html] 
h Particularly the Electricity Subsector. 
i (U) Coastal hurricanes, tropical storms, and tsunamis account for the greatest cost—by approximately four times—than other 
naturally occurring events. 
j (U) Extreme temperatures refer to what are most commonly known as heat and cold waves. A severe thunderstorm is any storm 
that produces one or more of the following elements: (1) a tornado; (2) damaging winds or winds measured at 50 knots 
(approximately 58 miles per hour) or more; or (3) hail one inch in diameter or larger. [National Weather Service, “SPC and its 
Products,” www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/about.html, accessed March 31, 2011] 
k (U) Extreme temperatures are underscored by NOAA tracking of temperature anomalies. For example in its 2010 annual report, 
NOAA notes that “each of the 10 warmest average global temperatures recorded since 1880 have occurred in the last 13 years. The 
warmest years on record are 2005 and 2010.” [NOAA, National Climatic Data Center NCDC 2010 Annual State of the Climate 
Report, www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories 2011/20110112_globalstats_sup.html, accessed June 29, 2011] 
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risk. Urbanization exacerbates temperature extremes and increases the risk to critical 
infrastructures characteristic of, connected to, or located within these areas.10 Critical 
infrastructure risk increases as urbanization increases, an important consideration as it 
is expected that by 2030, 60 percent of the world’s landmass is expected to be 
urbanized.11  

(U) Severe storms and flooding are expected to continue to account for the largest 
number of Presidential disaster declarations annually12 and the largest percentage of 
disaster declarations in every Federal region in the United States.13 Critical 
infrastructure is at risk when severe storms and flooding overwhelm and disable large 
parts of the critical infrastructure simultaneously. These events could also increase the 
risk to critical infrastructure in urban areas in particular,14 because more people, critical 
infrastructure, and resources are concentrated there.  

(U) Extreme temperatures along with drought create the greatest risk for the Food and 
Agriculture Sector and the Healthcare and Public Health Sector because extreme 
temperatures result in crop destruction, injuries, and death,15 as well as greatly reduced 
agricultural production, increased wildfires, and aggravated disease conditions. Extreme 
temperatures increase risk to those critical infrastructure sectors for which temperature 
control is both necessary and difficult to achieve in order to ensure that their 
infrastructure elements function properly. This risk is greatest for the Communications 
Sector, Energy Sector, Transportation Systems Sector, and the Water Sector.  

(U) Severe storms and flooding create the greatest risk for the Dams Sector (as dams 
and associated infrastructure, such as levees, could be overwhelmed by flooding), 
Energy Sector (because electrical storms in particular affect energy production), Food 
and Agriculture Sector (as these events greatly affect crops and agriculture production), 
Transportation Systems Sector (as it becomes increasingly difficult to transport anything 
in any mode if the sector is affected by storms and flooding), and Water Sector (when 
flooding exceeds the Water Sector’s ability to ensure water sources are clean and free 
of pollutants). 

(U) Pandemic Disease Risks 

(U) The most threatening pandemic diseasesl are caused by highly pathogenic 
microorganismsm for which humans, animals, or plants (depending on the disease) have 
                                                             
 l (U) Pandemic diseases are defined as those diseases that spread throughout the world. The ability of a disease to create a 
pandemic depends on the ability of the disease to spread quickly, the immunity that individuals and populations have to the disease, 
the availability of medications and equipment to treat the disease, the ability of nations and organizations to take action to stop the 
spread of the disease, and whether the disease produces serious health effects. Although pandemic influenza and other types of 
pandemics (e.g., colds) occur every year, they are usually of low virulence and do not result in large numbers of very sick and dead. 
m U) Three types of highly pathogenic pandemic disease create the greatest risks: (1) those caused by diseases that are ever-
present and that continuously and quickly mutate, for which new or modified medicines and treatments must be developed with 
each significant mutation because the human population has little or no immunity (e.g., influenza); (2) those caused by relatively 
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not developed immunity,16 and for which medications or treatments do not already exist 
or cannot be developed quickly, manufactured easily, or distributed efficiently.n Risk for 
the critical infrastructure is due to difficulty in characterizing pandemic disease in 
advance, reduced available workforce, and increased demand to manage the pandemic 
and its impacts. 

(U) Diseases that cause pandemics, such as influenza, are not easy to characterize in 
advance, as it is difficult to ascertain which strains of the disease will be circulating in 
successive years, how these viruses will mutate, and from where a pandemic will arise. 
The exact nature of the threat of pandemic influenzao and other diseases is, therefore, 
difficult to identify, resulting in inaccurate determinations of risk. However, history has 
shown that individuals and groups are vulnerable to highly pathogenic influenza and 
other diseases with pandemic potential,17 such that hundreds of thousands or millions 
could die worldwide.18 The overall risk, therefore, can be assumed to be great. Further, 
due to the ability of viruses and bacteria to mutate or develop resistance to medications, 
pandemics may follow each other in rapid succession. Pandemic disease risk involving 
a highly pathogenic disease is as high every year as it was in 2009 (when the world was 
overdue for an influenza pandemic19) because a new strain will be responsible.20  

(U) Depending on the severity of a pandemic disease that affects humans and how 
quickly it spreads, available critical infrastructure workforce numbers may be affected. 
All critical infrastructure sectors can be assumed to experience workforce reductions. 
However, risk for each sector will vary in terms of how much it depends on human 
resources to carry out sector responsibilities, how much of the sector must remain 
operational during times of emergency, and how long the sector can operate with less 
than optimal staffing. Eventually, absenteeism could affect the ability of all sectors to 
remain operational, compounding risk as services are disrupted and other sectors are 
affected as a result. 
 
(U) Disease affects humans, animals, and plants. If pandemics occur for which 
medications and treatments are not available and the diseases spread very quickly, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
new diseases, against which the human population has little or no immunity and for which the community has not yet had a chance 
to conduct sufficient research and develop medicines, treatments, etc. (e.g., Ebola); and (3) those caused by diseases to which 
populations have been exposed for many years that have developed mutations to get around population immunity, such that there 
are no or very few medicines currently available for those who have contracted these diseases (e.g., Extremely Drug Resistant 
Tuberculosis). 
n (U) Healthcare research and development will continue to create new medicines and delivery methods. However, a number of 
issues will counter these medical advances. Growing national and global populations will increase the total number of people that 
could potentially be exposed to disease. Increasing urbanization could concentrate disease in larger groups and more confined 
spaces. The overuse and inappropriate distribution of antibiotics could create more antibiotic-resistant organisms for which new 
antibiotics will need to be produced (if possible). The same would hold true for the overuse and inappropriate distribution of antiviral 
medications. Faster and more transportation modes could continue to spread disease more quickly, resulting in what would appear 
to be the near-simultaneous appearance of disease in numerous places throughout the world. 
o (U) The H1N1 influenza pandemic of 2009 is the most recent pandemic that resulted in larger than usual numbers of sick and 
dead. 
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resulting in large numbers of ill, it is possible that demands will exceed the ability of the 
agricultural, emergency management, medical, and public health communities to 
respond. Although the critical infrastructure sectors that are responsible for these efforts 
would be at greater risk due to this increased demand for services, if these sectors 
become incapable of rendering necessary disease and population health management 
services, risk will increase for all critical infrastructure sectors.  
 
(U) Reduced workforces resulting from pandemic disease create the greatest risk for 
the Banking and Finance Sector (due to increased absenteeism and affected critical 
infrastructure upon which the sector is dependent),21 Food and Agriculture Sector (if 
absenteeism is very high and so prolonged as to prevent sufficient food supply and 
distribution),22 Healthcare and Public Health Sector (due to increased absenteeism and 
the increased costs to the healthcare system in general),23 Information Technology 
Sector (due to operation and maintenance crew absenteeism),24 Transportation 
Systems Sector (due to increased absenteeism),25 and Water Sector (due to operator 
and support staff absenteeism, not direct human consumption).  
 
(U) Increased demand for services to manage pandemic disease creates the greatest 
risk for the Food and Agriculture Sector (due to increased demand upon it to treat ill 
animals and plants), Healthcare and Public Health Sector (due to increased demand 
upon the healthcare system and public health community to treat ill humans),26 followed 
by the Emergency Service Sector (if called upon to assist the Healthcare and Public 
Health Sector),27 and Information Technology Sector (due to possible increased 
demand for services from locations other than work, if humans are most affected).28 If 
demand for services is great enough, the Food and Agriculture Sector (in the case of 
pandemic animal disease) and the Healthcare and Public Health Sector (in the case of 
pandemic human disease) could cease to function entirely. 
 

(U) Unintentionally Introduced Manmade Risks 

(U) Unintentionally introduced manmade risks are those that are generated by humans, 
either accidentally or inadvertently. Accidental or inadvertent hazards may be the result 
of human error, poor calculations of risk, or negligence. Three unintentionally introduced 
manmade risks have been identified in the 2011 National Risk Profile as having 
potentially significant impact in the critical infrastructure context: industrial disaster risks, 
aging infrastructure risks, and economic instability risks. 
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(U) Industrial Disaster Risks 

(U) Industrial disasters are commonly thought of as being the result of human and 
industrial process failures. However, industrial processes are run or designed by 
humans, so the common cause is ultimately human. Although it is understood that 
mechanical and other elements will wear out, break, etc. and that disasters may occur 
as a result, those large-scale or high impact industrial disasters that greatly affect the 
economy, the environment, and so on are of greatest concern. Aside from the potential 
for the catastrophic consequences associated with industrial disasters, the inability to do 
more with less and the inability to recognize unusual circumstances create the greatest 
risk for the critical infrastructure in the industrial context. 
 
(U) The current state of the economy has resulted in higher levels of unemployment and 
the drive to increase profits by decreasing human and other resources costs throughout 
both the public and private sectors. As a result, fewer employees are available to 
operate, manage, maintain, repair, and otherwise enable the critical infrastructure to 
function. Additionally, increasing dependencies and interdependencies among critical 
infrastructure-related technologies often creates challenges for existing workforces, 
requiring expertise in a number of disciplines and skill areas. They are trying to do more 
with less.p Improved technology, increased technology, and more efficient business 
processes act to counter this problem and reduce risk in some cases. However, new 
technologies also can be more complex and create greater challenges to the workforce 
in being able to keep up with the skills needed and to cope with associated 
uncertainties. When sacrifices are made, risk to the critical infrastructure increases. 
Those activities perceived to be less important are postponed, broken parts of the 
physical critical infrastructure are replaced with cheaper and potentially lower quality 
substitutes, less experienced (and, presumably, less expensive) personnel are hired or 
retained, and so on.q Risk to the critical infrastructure grows as the ability to operate in 
this environment decreases. Moreover, the environmental conditions in which industrial 
operations are being carried out are becoming increasingly dangerous with highly 
uncertain potential impacts. Unabated, these situations can be expected to continue to 
increase risk and result in industrial accidents and disasters that vary only in magnitude. 
 

                                                             
p (U) For example, fatigue due to fewer personnel working longer hours has been a factor in many industrial disasters, including but 
not limited to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, the Exxon Valdez oil spill, and Three-Mile Island. [Severe Impact of Fatigue in the 
Workplace Examined, EHS Today, http://ehstoday.com/news/ehs_imp_35340/, accessed June 25, 2011] 
q (U) The Deepwater Horizon industrial disaster was said to be caused by many of these factors, including but not limited to 
postponed maintenance, decisions to sacrifice safety to save money, skipping procedures, and long deferred inspections. 
[Hilzenrath, D., Hearings Focus on Possible Human Factors in BP Oil Spill, The Washington Post, www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/07/22/AR2010072203444.html, accessed June 25, 2011] 
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(U) Many people are trained to do a particular job related to critical infrastructure. 
Having received that training and attained a certain level of expertise, they expect their 
worksite characteristics to remain mostly the same. However, changes do occur. 
Eventually these changes create unusual circumstances and increase the risk that 
critical infrastructure personnel could recognize if they had time, training, and previous 
experience with other unusual situations.r The inability to recognize, communicate,s and 
subsequently manage unusual circumstances contributes directly to critical 
infrastructure risk, but this risk can be reduced with additional training. Such training and 
education programs do exist and are provided by academia, the military, the 
government, and industry.29 However, when funding is cut back, supposedly 
nonessential items (such as funding for training) are also often reduced.  
 
(U) These human factors—the inability to do more with less and the inability to 
recognize, communicate, and manage unusual circumstances—have contributed to the 
occurrence of industrial disasters. If broadly defined, the risk for industrial disasters is 
present for all critical infrastructure sectors, and human factors discussed here are 
omnipresent throughout all of the sectors. However, when using a more common and 
strict definition of industry, the risk of industrial disaster is greatest for the Chemical 
Sector, Critical Manufacturing Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, Energy Sector, 
Food and Agriculture Sector, Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Sector, 
Transportation Systems Sector, and Water Sector because they are part of, directly 
reliant upon, or directly affected by industry.  

(U) Aging Infrastructure Risks 

(U) Critical infrastructure is aging.30 Aging infrastructuret creates inefficiency when it 
renders parts of the critical infrastructure unusable. Deterioration also creates 
vulnerabilities.31 These vulnerabilities may also be exploited by adversaries. Unusable, 
ineffectual, and deteriorating critical infrastructure, as well as the potential for 
exploitation of these vulnerabilities, increase risk.32 While age undermines the capacity 
and resilience of critical infrastructure, age also may be exacerbated by initial problems 
in design (as a number of bridge failures have shown), lack of maintenance of facilities, 
or failure to adapt to unusual and unanticipated environments, all of which can reduce 
the theoretical or design life expectancies of critical infrastructure. The following aspects 

                                                             
r (U) For example, personnel on the Deepwater Horizon oil rig did not notice a dire warning, continuing their activities as if all 
operations were still normal. [Hilzenrath, D., Hearings Focus on Possible Human Factors in BP Oil Spill, The Washington Post, 
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/07/22/AR2010072203444.html, accessed June 25, 2011] 
s Communication is a key factor that shapes the ability of the workforce at all levels of management to prepare for, respond to, 
recover from, and mitigate industrial disasters. This has been brought out as a critical factor in many industrial disasters. It will 
require additional training at the very least and in some cases a change in culture. 
t (U) Aging infrastructure is defined as infrastructure that over time has grown weaker, due to broke or worn out materials, 
components, or elements. 
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of aging infrastructure contribute the most to this risk: inadvertent introduction of flaws, 
reduced inspection and maintenance workforce, and insufficient investment.  

(U) Mechanisms, procedures, and standards are put in place to ensure that the critical 
infrastructure is built to meet high functional standards. However, flaws are sometimes 
introduced inadvertently and not noticed until they are stressed over the course of time 
and reveal their associated vulnerabilities.33 These flaws can be due to human error or 
to the introduction of counterfeit materials into the supply chain, which are subsequently 
and unknowingly usedu to create physical and other critical infrastructure that then 
becomes inherently flawed, increasing risk.34 Flaws in new and preexisting critical 
infrastructure could reveal themselves right away, but it is more likely that they will only 
become obvious when the critical infrastructure loses functionality or breaks over time. 
This risk has placed the critical infrastructure at greater risk than ever before.35  

(U) Inspection proceduresv should identify faulty mechanisms in complex machinery and 
other critical infrastructure elements that have ceased to function over time.36 However, 
the inspection workforce that is charged with finding such faulty and broken 
mechanisms is itself aging, retiring, or facing reductions due to lack of funding for 
salaries.37 Fewer personnel means fewer inspections and fewer opportunities to find 
flaws, faults, and other vulnerabilities in the critical infrastructure—flaws that are 
expected to contribute more to risk as the critical infrastructure ages.38 As a result, risk 
is expected to increase until new personnel are hired to replace those who are 
departing and new funding is provided to enable them to not only identify but also rectify 
these problems. An additional consideration is that of personnel surety. It is essential 
that in the effort to replenish critical infrastructure ranks, the inspection workforce not be 
infiltrated by those who would seek to do the Nation harm, purposely covering faults and 
failures and increasing critical infrastructure risk further. 

(U) Investments in various aspects of the critical infrastructure have decreased over the 
past 20 years,39 and percentages of budgetary spending on the critical infrastructure 
have decreased over the past 50 years.40 Insufficient investment extends beyond that of 
investing in personnel who inspect, run, and manage critical infrastructure. Funds are 
also needed for replacement parts,w patches, upgrades, and maintenance, as well as 
security against terrorism and natural hazards. Although it is obvious that critical 
infrastructure in all sectors is aging, increasing vulnerabilities and overall risk, it is not as 
widely understood exactly when investments need to be made to counteract this aging. 
                                                             
u (U) Inadequate inspection regimes and supply chain security—in the country that exports such counterfeit steel products and in the 
country that imports it—can leave builders incorrectly assuming that the materials they are using are sound. 
v Unfortunately, some inspection guidelines miss key problem areas. For example, scouring of the bridge footings that led to the 
failure of the Schoharie Bridge in New York State went unnoticed, since inspection guidelines did not include subsurface inspection.  
w (U) For example, for want of additional parts even after renovation, the Charles Berry Bascule drawbridge in Lorain, Ohio, was 
taken out of service and remained that way for months. [Kroll, J, Lorain’s Bascule Bridge Opens Today After Long Delay, The Plain 
Dealer, blog.cleveland.com/metro/2008/11/lorains_bascule_bridge_opens_t.html, accessed April 26, 2011] 
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Made too early, such investments are a waste of money. Made too late, decisionmakers 
risk lives and property. Tradeoffs are particularly difficult to judge when insufficient data 
are available to determine exactly when something may break or malfunction and when 
insufficient funds exist to take action, regardless of the state of the critical infrastructure.  

(U) Despite the best of intentions and recognition that funding should be provided, these 
investments are not expected to increase sufficiently41 while the U.S. economy remains 
weak and while lawmakers continue to hope that the various critical infrastructure 
sectors will continue to function well enough until new and sufficient funding becomes 
available to make needed improvements. All of this may fall within what the Nation’s 
leaders and citizenry consider their tolerance for inconvenience in the name of saving 
money. However, tolerance is much lower for loss of lives and property when critical 
infrastructure malfunctions. It is expected that aging infrastructure will continue to result 
in occasional industrial disasters. If greater investments are not made to counteract the 
effects of this aging, the rate of these disasters occurring could stay the same or 
increase. This will increase critical infrastructure risk as well as risk in other areas, 
including the economy, potentially causing the United States to fall behind other 
countries and regions economically, particularly China and Europe.42 

(U) Aging will affect all critical infrastructure sectors. Attempts to counteract the ill 
effects will vary by critical infrastructure type and associated funding.  

(U) Economic Instability Risks 

(U) An unstable economy is characterized by a reduced government spending, high 
unemployment, inflation, and pronounced business cycles that also reduce private 
sector spending. Lack of public and private sector spending and unemployment 
contribute most to risk for the critical infrastructure, making it less reliable, safe, and 
secure.  

(U) A certain amount of public funding and private sector spending43 are required to 
maintain minimum critical infrastructure functionality. The further below that level 
funding falls, the greater the potential for critical infrastructure deterioration and 
reductions in personnel, and the more critical infrastructure risk increases. Government 
spending is not guaranteed in this age of massive cutbacks. Those parts of the critical 
infrastructure that are owned and operated more by the private (than public) sector 
could theoretically fare better than those that are more governmental. However, the 
private sector may not have the money available to invest nor the desire to invest what 
it possesses when the economy is unstable. Physical failure is possible and easy to 
envision, but failure may also include lack of service to and negative effects upon other 
types of critical infrastructure.  
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(U) Lack of public funding and private sector spending also result in decreased 
employment throughout the public and private sectors, including the critical 
infrastructure. Critical infrastructure employees are not just those that are responsible 
for mission execution (such as police, firefighters, and private security) and the 
operators of the critical infrastructure. They are also part of the team (including 
inspectors and builders) that ensures all critical infrastructure sectors function. All of 
these employee losses could increase risk to the critical infrastructure. Although greater 
job security characterized governmental and government-critical private sector jobs 
previously, it has become necessary to address the National deficit while also trying to 
stabilize the economy. Jobs associated with the critical infrastructure are essential  to 
ensuring the public health, safety, and security of the Nation, but other jobs are also 
considered vital (e.g., defense-related jobs), and as a result, grants and other funding 
for critical infrastructure positions may not be top priority.x However, as with funding, 
there is a minimal level of staffing necessary to keep all critical infrastructure sectors 
functioning. Remaining staff may be able to take on additional responsibilities for a 
certain period of time, but eventually, people burn out, retire, or leave for more lucrative 
and less stressful positions. 

(U) Those sectors that that are considered vital parts of the national security apparatus 
(such as the Defense Industrial Base Sector, Government Facilities Sector, and parts of 
the Transportation Systems Sector) may fare better, but an unstable economy could 
increase risk for all critical infrastructure sectors. 

(U) Intentionally Introduced Manmade Risks 

(U) Intentionally introduced manmade risks are created by those who deliberately 
choose to harm others for gain. Three intentionally introduced manmade risks have 
been identified in the 2011 National Risk Profile as having potentially significant impact 
in the critical infrastructure context: terrorism risks, border security risks, and cyber 
disruption risks. 

(U) Terrorism Risks 

(U//FOUO) The United States continues to be at risk from acts of terrorismy due to the 
persistent and evolving terrorist threat from a number of violent jihadist groups that are 
aligned ideologically with, but not necessarily directed by, al-Qa’ida, increasing risk to 
the critical infrastructure and the Nation. Public statements from groups sympathetic to 

                                                             
x For example, cuts in homeland security grants have resulted in police, firefighting, emergency services, and other reductions.  
y (U) Terrorism is defined in the Code of Federal Regulations as “the unlawful use of force and violence against persons or property 
to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives.” 
[28 C.F.R. Section 0.85] 
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al-Qa‘Ida indicate that the intent to strike the United States will continue.44 These groups 
continue to be driven by their undiminished intent to attack the United States and to 
adapt and improve their capabilities.45 The death of Usama bin Ladin on May 1, 2011 is 
unlikely to provoke core al-Qa’ida to attack in the near-term. However, the death of bin 
Laden may cause al-Qa‘ida’s affiliates and allies to accelerate their own existing plots.  
 
(U//FOUO) Despite bin Ladin’s death, it is expected that al-Qa’ida and its affiliates will 
continue to enhance their capabilities to attack through greater cooperation with 
regional terrorist groups. Historically, al-Qa‘ida has focused on prominent political, 
economic, and critical infrastructure targets with the intent to produce mass casualties, 
visually dramatic destruction, significant economic aftershocks, and fear among the 
population. The group is innovative in creating new capabilities and overcoming security 
obstacles.46 
 
(U//FOUO) The evolving and dynamic terrorist threat and the ever-increasing resilience 
of al-Qa‘ida and other like-minded terrorist organizations also pose a significant threat to 
the Nation’s critical infrastructure. Overall critical infrastructure risk is further amplified 
due to challenges in detecting terrorist plots underway. The current trend of tactics 
which use individuals or small groups that can act quickly and independently or with 
only tenuous ties to foreign handlers makes detection difficult. Operatives are assumed 
to be in the country and could attack with little or no warning. Attempted attacks and 
plots in the United States progressed to an advanced stage largely because these 
groups were able to use operatives that had easy access to and were familiar with the 
United States. Recent events also suggest that terrorists are seeking to conduct 
smaller, more achievable attacks against easily accessible targets. 
 
(U//FOUO) These trends do not preclude the possibility of a large-scale attack, which 
also remains an important objective for al-Qa‘ida. For example, as of February 2010, al-
Qa‘ida had identified Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City, and Washington, D.C. as 
important cities where large-scale attacks should occur. Al-Qa‘ida, its affiliates, and its 
allies over the last two years have targeted large population centers in the United States 
with emphasis on conducting attacks intended to inflict mass casualties47 and cause 
significant economic and psychological harm.48 Mass gatherings, particularly those that 
occur during the summer months, are also expected to be attractive targets.49 Rather, 
these trends reveal a belief that smaller-scale operations are more likely to succeed 
because they use fewer conspirators and more autonomous operatives, making it more 
difficult to identify and apprehend the plotters. This evolving threat has been highlighted 
by a number of recent domestic events, including the October 2010 cargo plot, the 
Times Square bombing attempt, the Fort Hood attack, and the December 2009 airline 
bomb plot.  
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(U//FOUO) The increasing prevalence and role of Westerners (including U.S. citizens) 
in al-Qa’ida and associated groups, either as leaders or operatives, gives these groups 
knowledge of Western culture and security practices that they would have found much 
more difficult to attain otherwise. U.S. persons who hold leadership positions in al-
Qa’ida and associated groups have also called publicly on Western individuals to wage 
jihad by conducting attacks locally. 
 
(U) Secretary Napolitano has stated that “…We face a threat environment where violent 
extremism is not defined or contained by international borders.”50 The threat of 
homegrown violent extremism51 is also expected to grow,52 increasing risks to the 
critical infrastructure sectors extremists choose to target. U.S. adversaries have 
recruited U.S. citizens and other persons residing within the Nation and its territories for 
decades, with more recent efforts dedicated to attempting to execute acts of terrorism.53  
 
(U//FOUO) The use of explosives also continues to be a preferred tactic in terrorist 
attacks around the globe. IEDs can be combined with suicide tactics for delivery against 
a wide array of targets, contributing significantly to risk to the critical infrastructure. 
Explosive devices may be hand carried or vehicle borne, used as the primary attack 
method or as a key element of an armed assault against critical infrastructure. IEDs are 
often assembled in situ using homemade explosives which are manufactured with 
readily available consumer products. Terrorists are becoming more innovative in 
developing and using IEDs, often making them with homemade explosives (HMEs) in 
attacks against the United States. As the December 25, 2009 attempted bombing of 
Northwest Airlines Flight 253 by alleged perpetrator Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab 
demonstrated, international terrorists continue to develop and try to use new, innovative 
IEDs. In the case of Abdulmutallab, the device was composed of non-metallic 
components and concealed in his underwear in a deliberate attempt to evade common 
screening measures.54 Inspire magazine, produced by Al-Qa’ida in the Arabian 
Peninsula (AQAP), contained a description of the device used in the October 2010 
cargo plot and how AQAP avoided detection of the explosive-laden packages by metal 
detectors, sniffers, x-ray machines, and human inspection.55 HMEs also were part of the 
failed plot by Najibullah Zazi to attack the New York City subway system after 
purchasing commercially available hydrogen peroxide beauty products for use in IEDs.  
(U//FOUO) Every sector is potentially at risk for terrorism. Decentralization of terrorist 
groups increases risk throughout the Nation and its critical infrastructure. However, 
some sectors are at greater critical infrastructure risk due to expressed interest on the 
part of terrorists, larger potential consequences, and/or lower perceived security 
postures. The Commercial Facilities Sector, Government Facilities Sector, Banking and 
Finance Sector, and Transportation Systems Sector face greatest risk due to their 
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public accessibility, the high density of people in enclosed areas, and the potential for 
psychological impacts beyond an initial attack. The Chemical Sector, Dams Sector, 
Food and Agriculture Sector, and Water Sector are at greater risk due to the potential 
for large consequences. The Commercial Facilities Sector and Transportation Systems 
Sector are at greatest risk due to their vulnerability to small-scale operations. Although 
the use of IEDs contributes to risk for all critical infrastructure sectors, recent plots and 
events indicate that the Postal and Shipping Sector and Transportation Systems Sector 
continue to be at particular risk.  Economically important critical infrastructure in the 
United States also remains a possible target.z  

(U) Border Security Risks 

(U) Threats and vulnerabilities at any part of the border create risk for the critical 
infrastructure.aa The greatest border security56 risks to critical infrastructure are caused 
by lack of personnel security, importation and use of counterfeit materials, and 
exploitation of vulnerabilities where critical infrastructure is located at the border. 

(U) Criminal aliens and terrorists taking advantage of poor personnel security practices 
to destroy or otherwise eliminate the use of critical infrastructure are of concern.57 The 
risk created by criminals and terrorists obtaining positions illegally (e.g., by presenting 
false documents58 and obtaining Social Security numbers illegally59) is high when 
organizations do not adhere to the law60 by not checking backgrounds, not ensuring 
they have the resources to effectively confirm the identity of new employees, or not 
believing that criminals or terrorists will ever try to infiltrate their ranks and seek to harm 
or destroy the critical infrastructure. This risk is also high when law enforcement does 
not have the resources to ensure that employers are adhering to legal employment 
requirements and to investigate cases where they suspect that the law has been broken 
in this regard.61  

(U) The movement of counterfeits across the border also increases risk to the critical 
infrastructure. Counterfeit materials have been introduced into the global supply chain 
and as a result, they have been imported into the United States. Some of these 
materials, such as counterfeit steel components,62 could be unknowingly used to fix or 
build critical infrastructure63 if not tested in advance. Counterfeit bearings,64 circuit 
breakers,65 and critical technology components66 have been imported into the United 
States (intentionally by the exporters and intentionally or unintentionally by the 
importers) and could also be used to fix or build critical infrastructure.67 The risk of 
exacerbating preexisting lack of functionality within all critical infrastructure sectors, as 

                                                             
z (U//FOUO) AQAP publicly called for attacks against U.S. financial and commercial entities in 2010 and 2011 issues of its magazine 
Inspire. 
aa (U) Critical infrastructure assets occupy space on and in land, sea, and air, as well as cyberspace. 
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well as creating problems that may only be detected months or years after parts of the 
critical infrastructure have been created and put in place, increases as lack of 
inspection, insufficient enforcement of export/import laws, and inadequate enforcement 
of counterfeiting laws increase.  

(U) Risks to critical infrastructure found at the border increase as vulnerabilities are 
exploited at the border. Bulk cash smuggling,68 poorly controlled transportation of 
chemicals,69 Global Positioning System (GPS) jamming,70 counterfeit materials,71 power 
coming from Canada with uncertain reliability,72 pests and disease,73 and conflicts 
regarding water flowing across the border to Mexico74 are all examples of problems that 
reveal or take advantage of vulnerabilities at the border. Reliance on interdiction and 
after-the-fact response requires more resources than can be made fully and quickly 
available whenever borders are breached. For those border areas that have become so 
insecure (due to lawlessness on the Mexican side of the border) that funding must be 
increased for security, that funding may be diverted from other areas, such as the 
critical infrastructure. The longer the border areas remain uncontrolled, the less secure 
the United States and the greater the risk to the critical infrastructure. 

(U) Border security risks could potentially affect all critical infrastructure sectors. Risk 
from lack of personnel security is greater for the Chemical Sector, Commercial Facilities 
Sector, Communications Sector, Critical Manufacturing Sector, Food and Agriculture 
Sector, Healthcare and Public Health Sector, Information Technology Sector, Postal 
and Shipping Sector, and Transportation Systems Sector (as these sectors have often 
been found to employ—knowingly and unknowingly—improperly documented persons). 
Risk due to illegal and inadvertent importation and incorporation of counterfeit materials 
for use by the critical infrastructure is least for the Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and 
Waste Sector (owing to the strict controls and inspection mechanisms used by the 
sector to protect against this threat and reduce this risk). Risk due to the exploitation of 
border vulnerability is greatest for the Transportation Systems Sector, but the Banking 
and Finance Sector, Chemical Sector, Communications Sector, Critical Manufacturing 
Sector, Energy Sector, Food and Agriculture Sector, Healthcare and Public Health 
Sector, Information Technology Sector, Postal and Shipping Sector, and Water Sector 
are also at risk (as these sectors conduct operations or send goods and services across 
the border). 

(U) Cyber Disruption Risks 

(U) The United States has become a society dependent on network-based technology 
and electronic processes and communication, and the disruption of any of these is 
considered a cyber disruption. All critical infrastructure sectors are dependent on cyber 
systems to some extent. As a result of our societal dependence and the cross-cutting 
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nature of cyber disruption risks, the critical infrastructure community faces new 
challenges regarding cyber disruption. The greatest cyber disruption risks are due to 
attacks on the cyber infrastructurebb and continuous adaptation of the threat. 

(U) Intentional, unintentional, physical, logical, or blended attacks create cyber 
disruption.cc Although cyber disruption could be generated by terrorists, this does not 
have to be the case. Because cyber infrastructure is interdependent and 
interconnected, the opportunities for theft, fraud, and other forms of exploitation by 
offenders both outside and inside an organization are vast, contributing to critical 
infrastructure risk. The sheer number and sophistication of disruptive cyber attacks 
demonstrate that the cyber infrastructure of the United States is increasingly 
vulnerable75 and that associated risks are increasing. Potential adversariesdd 
perpetrating these attacks vary according to type of attack and target. Increased risk to 
public utilities and other critical infrastructure (regarding the impact upon time-sensitive 
operations that underpin their functions that may be disrupted or manipulated to cause 
accidents or disasters) is of particular concern. The risk of cyber disruption of critical 
infrastructure and the number and skill of enemies to execute such attacks are expected 
to increase.76 It is also likely that cyber attacks will be used as part of a diversified 
strategy to attack the homeland.77  

(U) The cyber threat78 adapts to cybersecurity practices. The critical infrastructure risk 
from cyber disruption is expected to remain the same or increase with such 
adaptations.79 Risk to the critical infrastructure also is increasing with the rising number 
of zero-day vulnerabilities (flaws in software code discovered before fixes or patches 
are available), the steady increase in the number of individuals capable of exploiting 
these vulnerabilities, and the near-static average time for developing patches.ee 
Individual cybersecurity habits lag behind both the threat and the tools available to 
protect critical infrastructure and information systems,80 thereby also increasing critical 
infrastructure risk.81  

                                                             
bb (U) Cyber infrastructure includes electronic information and communications systems and the information in those systems. The 
three broad categories of cyber critical infrastructure are Business Systems, Control Systems, and Access Control and Other 
Specialty systems. [Analysis from the Department of Homeland Security, National Cyber Security Division, Critical Infrastructure 
Protection Cyber Security (CIP CS) Program, April 2011.] Information and communications systems are composed of hardware and 
software that process, store, and communicate information and data. Processing includes the creation, access, modification, and 
destruction of information. Storage includes paper, magnetic, electronic, and all other media types. Communications include sharing 
and distribution of information. [Department of Homeland Security, National Infrastructure Protection Plan 2009, 
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/NIPP_Plan.pdf, accessed May 13, 2011] 
cc (U) Blended attacks are when conventional physical attacks are accompanied by a logical attack to disorient the target, similar to 
electronic warfare. [Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Reducing Systemic Cybersecurity Risk, January 
2011.] 
dd (U) Cyber threat actors include large-scale criminals, hactivists, recreational hackers, nation-states, and terrorists. 
ee (U) According to the SANS Institute, “zero-day exploits in client-side applications [are] one of the most significant threats to your 
network, and requires that you put in place additional information security measures and controls to complement your vulnerability 
assessment and remediation activities.” The Institutes website includes over 25 vulnerabilities of medium or high severity that were 
identified one year ago or more, yet still do not have a fix or patch in place. [The SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security (SANS) 
Institute, The Top Cyber Security Risks, September 2009, http://www.sans.org/top-cyber-security-risks/summary.php, accessed 
June, 27, 2010] 
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(U) Widespread and otherwise nationally significant cyber disruption potentially places 
all critical infrastructure sectors at risk. Those critical infrastructure sectors that are 
vulnerable to cyber and other attacks will be at the greatest risk for cyber disruption, and 
this risk will increase as the Nation’s information technology level advances.82 The risks 
to the Banking and Finance Sector, Communications Sector, Energy Sector, and 
Transportation Systems Sector will be greater to begin with due to their current high-
level utilization of cyber critical infrastructure to support their capabilities and functions.83  
 
(U) The following cyber threats are expected to increase the risk of cyber disruption for 
certain critical infrastructure sectors more than others: Stuxnetff deployment (expected 
to affect the Critical Manufacturing Sector, Dams Sector, Healthcare and Public Health 
Sector, Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Sector, Postal and Shipping Sector, 
and Transportation Systems Sector because the Stuxnet worm attacks the control 
systems these sectors depend on), computer-aided dispatch84 failure (expected to affect 
the Emergency Services Sector, Postal and Shipping Sector, and Transportation 
Systems Sector because these sectors are dependent upon mobile data terminals), 
GPS jamming85 (expected to affect the Communications Sector, Emergency Services 
Sector, Food and Agriculture Sector, Postal and Shipping Sector, and Transportation 
Systems Sector because of their dependence on this technology), and short message 
service mass mobile alert exploitation86 (expected to affect the Commercial Facilities 
Sector, Communications Sector, Emergency Services Sector, Government Facilities 
Sector, and Transportation Systems Sector because of their dependence on this 
technology). The complex interconnections among critical infrastructure sectors, as well 
as common dependence on electronic information and communication systems, make 
the cyber role in critical infrastructure extremely important. This complexity means that 
cyber attacks directed at a single sector may affect others—potentially resulting in 
cascading failures. More specifically, cyber attacks directed at the Information 
Technology Sector, Communications Sector, Energy Sector, and Banking and Finance 
Sector could affect these sectors as well as other critical infrastructure sectors with 
which these sectors are interdependent. 
 

                                                             
ff (U) Stuxnet is a worm that attacks control systems, potentially taking control of control systems or stealing code and design 
projects. 
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(U) Sector Risks 

(U) The critical infrastructure sectors experience naturally occurring and manmade risks 
related to the unique characteristics of each sector, as well as the cross-cutting risks 
described above. Additionally, sectors are dependent and interdependent upon one 
another to varying extents. Risks that have potentially significant impact in the critical 
infrastructure context are presented in the 2011 National Risk Profile according to each 
sector. There may be cases where the national risks may not be as great to a particular 
sector but still create cross-cutting risk. National risks that could potentially affect 
particular sectors will only be discussed in this section if from the perspective of the 
sector those cross-cutting risks are considered amongst the most significant. 

(U) Risks to the Banking and Finance Sector  

(U) The Banking and Finance Sector accounts for more than eight percent of the U.S. 
annual gross domestic product and is the backbone for the world’s economy.87 The 
sector is primarily owned and operated by the private sector, and its institutions are 
extensively regulated.88 The sector’s products and services include deposit, consumer 
credit, and payment systems; credit and liquidity products; investment products; and 
risk-transfer products (including insurance).89 The sector faces current and ongoing 
risks due to cyber attacks, insider threats, pandemic disease, and large-scale physical 
attacks.  

(U) The threat of cyber attacks poses the most significant risk to the Banking and 
Finance Sector.90 Terrorists, transnational criminals, and foreign intelligence services 
are becoming aware of and are using computer viruses, Trojan horses, worms, logic 
bombs, eavesdropping sniffers, and other tools that can destroy, intercept, degrade the 
integrity of, or deny access to data.91 Other potential cyber threats to the sector include 
confidentiality and identity breaches, emerging technology, professionalization of cyber 
criminals, and continued globalization of the sector.92 The consequences of a 
successful widespread cyber attack on the Banking and Finance Sector could include 
erosion of public confidence in financial institutions, denial of business and individual 
access to funds, loss of funds, loss of financial information integrity, and inhibition of 
securities trading.93 

(U) The insider threat also presents ongoing risks to the sector. Such attacks could 
come from individuals or groups with malicious intent, including disgruntled employees, 
organized crime, or even those with unwitting intent. The disgruntled insider is a 
significant threat since these individuals often have knowledge that allows them to gain 
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unrestricted access and inflict damage or steal assets without possessing a great deal 
of knowledge about computer intrusions.94 As financial institutions eliminate redundant 
operations and reduce personnel costs, these reductions can lead to vengeful acts by 
departing employees, as well as by dissatisfied employees among the remaining staff.95 
Insider attacks can also happen by unwitting employees or third parties, who 
unintentionally damage, destroy, or steal data.96 

(U) Physical events caused by natural hazards or other large-scale terrorist attacks 
could cause significant economic losses to the sector and to the Nation.97 Regulators 
responsible for safety and soundness issue guidelines and specific regulations requiring 
redundancy and security in physical and financial systems98 and have long required 
banking institutions to consider addressing operating (security) risks in their contingency 
plans.99 While these measures were effective and the sector saw little impact on 
September 11, 2001,100 and during the Northeast Blackout of 2003101 and Hurricane 
Katrina,102 risk to the sector is ongoing as the Nation continues to experience a high 
frequency of natural hazards and as the sector continues to face the possibility of a 
large-scale terrorist attack.  

(U) The Banking and Finance Sector is critically dependent upon the Energy Sector, 
Information Technology Sector, Transportation Systems Sector, and Communications 
Sector.103 The sector also relies on an extensive and complex supply chain,104 often 
reaching to providers outside the United States, including a significant number of third-
party providers.105 The sector is interdependent with the Commercial Facilities Sector as 
that Sector it is highly reliant on the Banking and Finance Sector for financial 
transactions associated with cash, checks, and credit cards,106 and the Banking and 
Finance Sector’s administrative offices are often located in Commercial Facilities Sector 
buildings.107  

(U) Risks to the Chemical Sector 

(U) The Chemical Sector is an integral component of the U.S. economy, employing 
nearly one million people and earning revenues between $600 and $700 billion per 
year.108 The Chemical Sector is composed of five main segments, based on the types of 
end products: basic, specialty, and agricultural chemicals; pharmaceuticals; and 
consumer products. The sector faces current and increasing risks due to the 
vulnerability of network-based control systems, insider threats, and natural disasters 
and accidents.  

(U) The Chemical Sector is and is expected to remain at risk from the threat of 
malicious actors physically or remotely manipulating network-based systems designed 
to control chemical manufacturing processes or process safety systems. Should a 
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malicious actor succeed in overriding control system security, the result could be 
catastrophic.109 The physical disruption inflicted upon industrial assets in 2010 by the 
Stuxnet worm is evidence that control systems are vulnerable to increasingly destructive 
attacks and that U.S. critical infrastructure may face cyber attacks of increasing 
sophistication.110 

(U) While a facility can increase its physical security measures substantially, the 
Chemical Sector will continue to face risk from insiders with access who choose to 
intentionally cause harm.111 Factors that may hinder management of the insider threat 
include greater competition and less cooperation among owners and operators within 
the sector and relatively low cooperation between owners and operators and their 
workforces.112 

(U) Natural disasters and accidents pose an ongoing risk of exposing the environment 
and the population to chemicals. Accidents such as the 2001 AZF chemical fertilizer 
plant blast, an ammonium nitrate explosion that resulted in 29 deaths and 2,500 injured 
in Toulouse, France, demonstrate the significant potential consequences of incidents 
involving harmful chemicals.113 U.S. facilities are also at risk, as seen in the 1989 
explosion at the Houston Chemical Complex, which killed 23 employees, injured 130 
others, and caused nearly three-quarters of a billion dollars in damages.114 Much of the 
U.S. petrochemical industry also is located along the Gulf Coast and is, therefore, 
vulnerable to hurricanes.  

(U) The Chemical Sector is critically dependent upon the Transportation Systems 
Sector, which facilitates the transfer of precursor chemicals within the industry, and the 
Energy Sector, which provides power for the energy-intensive Chemical Sector’s 
industrial processes. The Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Sector, Critical 
Manufacturing Sector, Water Sector, Agriculture and Food Sector, and Healthcare and 
Public Health Sector are all critically dependent upon the Chemical Sector, with the 
Food and Agriculture Sector and the Healthcare and Public Health Sector representing 
an especially large number of mission-critical capabilities.115 

(U) Risks to the Commercial Facilities Sector 

(U) Widely diverse in scope and function, the Commercial Facilities Sector is composed 
of eight subsectors: public assembly, sports leagues, gaming, lodging, outdoor events, 
entertainment and media, real estate, and retail.116 The sector primarily comprises 
privately owned facilities that are open to public access.gg The sector faces ongoing and 

                                                             
gg (U) Public assembly is typified by arenas, stadiums, aquariums, zoos, museums, and convention centers; sports leagues by 
professional sports leagues and federations; gaming by casinos; lodging by hotels, motels, and conference centers; outdoor events 
by theme and amusement parks, fairs, campgrounds, and parades; entertainment and media by motion picture studios and 
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increasing risks from three threats: bombing, active shooters, and terrorist attacks using 
CBRN weapons or agents. 

(U) Commercial facilities are at increased risk due to the threat of bombings that have 
the potential for creating mass casualties, that are symbolically important (as at major 
sporting events),117 in which the adversary had expressed interest,118 and that could 
follow the precedence of previous attacks. U.S. sector facilities have been targeted in 
the past, including the World Trade Center in 1993,119 the Atlanta Olympic Park in 
1996,120 and the attempted Times Square attack in 2010,121 and al-Qa’ida will likely 
continue to target soft, economic targets.122 The sector’s principle of open public access 
limits the use of highly visible security barriers, which increases vulnerability to all 
attacks123 and thereby increases risk for the sector. Commercial targets are also 
frequently attacked overseas, as seen in the bombings of hotels in Jakarta,124 
Islamabad,125 and Mumbai,126 due to the high visibility of attacks, limited security 
measures, and large casualty numbers.127  

(U) The sector is also at risk from the active shooter threat.hh Worldwide, firearm attacks 
in general have spiked dramatically,128 and al-Qa’ida appears to be transitioning to less 
spectacular, smaller scale attacks including firearms.129 While active shooter attacks 
may produce fewer casualties, they do not require the resources and planning needed 
for more sophisticated, innovative attacks.130 As with bombings, the sector’s open public 
access and high density of individuals leave it vulnerable to active shooters. This 
vulnerability can be seen in the 18 criminal shootings that occurred in U.S. retail 
locations between 2004 and 2008.131 As a result, these vulnerabilities increase risk to 
the sector. 

(U) The sector is also at increased risk from the threat of terrorists using CBRN 
weapons or agents. Some terror groups remain interested in acquiring CBRN materials 
and threaten to use them.132 Radiological attacks could be executed indoors, such as 
disseminating irradiated powders through the ventilation system of a large building or 
sports arena133 or hiding a radiation source in a location, such as a theater, where large 
numbers of people could be exposed.134 Outdoor facilities, such as public assemblies or 
sporting events, are also at risk. Al-Qa’ida has expressed interest in obtaining crop 
dusters, which could be used to disseminate aerosolized CBRN agents over large areas 
and gatherings.135  

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
broadcast media; real estate by office and apartment buildings, condominiums, mixed-use facilities, and self-storage; and retail by 
retail centers and districts and shopping malls. [Department of Homeland Security, Commercial Facilities Sector: Critical 
Infrastructure and Key Resources, accessed at www.dhs.gov/files/programs/gc_1189101907729.shtm on May 13, 2011] 
hh (U) DHS defines an active shooter as “an individual actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill people in a confined and 
populated area, typically through the use of firearms.” [DHS, “Active Shooter: How to Respond,” October 2008, assessed at 
www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/active_shooter_booklet.pdf on June 14, 2011] 
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(U) The Commercial Facilities Sector is critically dependent on the Agriculture and Food 
Sector, Banking and Finance Sector, Communications Sector, Critical Manufacturing 
Sector, Emergency Services Sector, Energy Sector, Healthcare and Public Health 
Sector, Information Technology Sector, Postal and Shipping Sector, Transportation 
Systems Sector, and Water Sector. The Commercial Facilities Sector and the Banking 
and Finance Sector, Critical Manufacturing Sector, and Emergency Services Sector are 
interdependent. 136 

(U) Risks to the Communications Sector  

(U) The Communications Sector is a diverse, competitive, and interconnected industry 
that uses terrestrial, satellite, and wireless transmission systems to transmit information. 
While the loss of a single communications facility or key node is unlikely to significantly 
impact the Nation’s communications systems, the loss could have cascading impacts on 
other critical infrastructure.137 The sector is exposed to risk from cyber and insider 
threats and vulnerability to space weather and loss of power.  
 
(U) The Communications Sector is at risk from cyber and insider threats. Single physical 
incidents are unlikely to disrupt the sector because the communications industry applies 
the principle of diversity, employing various primary and alternative routing and 
systems, and the principle of redundancy, using backup or multiple capabilities to 
sustain business operations. Cyber risks present unique challenges, however, because 
exploits of a vulnerability introduced halfway around the world can begin affecting 
critical U.S. communications components in a matter of minutes.138 Malicious insiders 
also pose one of many human risks, which can impact organizations’ data, networks, 
and components, as well as create financial losses.139 
 
(U) In addition to adversary threats, the sector is exposed to naturally occurring risks 
from space weather, which could directly degrade communications satellites and disrupt 
GPS functionality—interfering with GPS satellites and their signals.140 As the 
Communications Sector infrastructure evolves toward an all-digital environment, 
accurate timing and synchronization functions are becoming more critical, increasing 
the commercial use of GPS for communications applications. Short-term loss or 
disruption of GPS will have minimal impacts, but medium- to long-term loss will degrade 
services, including wireless, satellite, cable, and broadcast networks.141  
 
(U) The Communications Sector is critically dependent upon two sectors: the Energy 
Sector, which provides power to run cellular towers, central offices, and other critical 
communications facilities, and the Information Technology Sector, which provides 
critical control systems and services, physical architecture, and Internet 
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infrastructure.142 The Communications Sector is interdependent with the Government 
Facilities Sector, Transportation Systems Sector, and Water Sector.143  

(U) Risks to the Critical Manufacturing Sector 

(U) The Critical Manufacturing Sector is composed of manufacturing assets in the 
primary metals, machinery, electrical equipment, and transportation equipment.144 The 
sector is crucial to the economic prosperity and continuity of the United States.145 The 
sector strives to protect its facilities and supply chain without compromising 
accessibility, profitability, and the free flow of commerce. The Critical Manufacturing 
Sector faces current and increasing risks due to supply chain vulnerability, cyber 
intrusion, and malicious insider threats. 

(U) Critical infrastructure risk to the Critical Manufacturing Sector is increasing due to 
heightened supply chain vulnerability. This vulnerability is driven by trends toward 
increasing the efficiency of supply chains,146 as well as globalization, decentralized 
production, and the reduced number of materials suppliers.147,148 Supply chain 
disruption at key inbound transportation nodes is of particular concern because 
incidents at nodes such as domestic ports are likely149 and because of the potential for 
large-scale consequences to the many industries that rely on the importation of 
materials and products.150 Lean inventory and just-in-time practices, as well as greater 
distances to deliver products, have made the Critical Manufacturing Sector more 
sensitive to transportation disruptions and fuel costs.151  

(U) The threat within the Critical Manufacturing Sector of cyber intrusion into sector 
industrial control systems and supervisory control and data acquisition systems poses a 
growing risk. Critical manufacturing supply chain systems are more vulnerable because 
of an increased reliance on advanced information technology systems.152 Critical 
infrastructure owners and operators are slow to adopt security and risk mitigation 
measures for systems.153 Attacks such as Stuxnet suggest that cyber attacks may 
originate more often from nation-states and target U.S. critical infrastructure, including 
the industrial assets found in the Critical Manufacturing Sector.154 

(U) The malicious insider threat also poses risks to the Critical Manufacturing Sector. 
The sector’s complex and increasingly information technology-dependent systems 
make the sector highly susceptible to exploitation by current and former industry 
employees and contractors with malicious intent and unique knowledge of, and access 
to, these systems.155 Threats posed by malicious insiders may include sabotage, theft 
or diversion, or cyber attack against critical manufacturing facilities.156 
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(U) The Critical Manufacturing Sector is critically dependent on the Transportation 
Systems Sector, due to heavy reliance of manufacturing on the transportation modes 
that support the supply chain,157 the Energy Sector, which provides power to 
manufacturing facilities and fuel to supply chain transportation modes, and the Chemical 
Sector, as a supplier.  

(U) Risks to the Dams Sector  

(U) The assets in the Dams Sector include dam projects, hydropower generation 
facilities, navigation locks, levees, mine tailings, and other water retention and flood 
control facilities.158 These assets not only support critical services, but their failure, 
damage, or disruption could also lead to loss of life, massive property damage, and 
severe long-term consequences.159 The Dams Sector faces current and increasing risks 
due to natural hazards, the use of explosives by adversaries, and aging infrastructure.  
 
(U) Natural hazards present ongoing threats to the sector, creating persistent risk. For 
example, extreme flooding and severe storm surges can overwhelm the flood storage 
capacity of reservoirs and levee systems and lead to breaching or overtopping.160 The 
consequences of extreme levee failure were seen in the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita in 2005, which resulted in the deaths of more than 1,800 people and more than 
$200 billion in economic damages.161 Earthquake ground motion may also lead to 
severe damage or failure, as evidenced by the failure of Fujinuma Dam in Japan 
following the Tohoku earthquake in March 2011.162  
 
(U//FOUO) Determined adversaries with the necessary capabilities and resources could 
potentially achieve catastrophic failure and severely disrupt missions through the use of 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs),163 increasing risk for the sector. Adversaries could 
bypass land-based security measures with water-borne IEDs and strike dams, locks, or 
levees.164 Vehicle-borne IEDs (VBIEDs) could also reach the crest of dams, particularly 
those with public highways that allow full access to the dam.165 An assault team could 
overpower security forces, seize a facility’s control room, and detonate IEDs, as 
occurred in a July 2010 attack against a Russian hydropower station.166 Dams Sector 
assets have experienced at least 20 kinetic attacks worldwide over the last decade,167 
and adversaries could exploit the inherent vulnerabilities of these public facilities. 
Critical infrastructure risk to the sector is increasing as the threat from malicious actors 
using IEDs grows.  
 
(U) The aging of the Nation’s dams, levees, and waterway navigation structures 
continues to create risk for the Dams Sector.168 Dams, inland waterways, and levees 
are in increasingly poor condition owing to aging, deterioration, and lack of 
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maintenance.169 At least 1,065 dams have already exceeded their design life, as have 
almost half of all federally owned navigation locks.170 This vulnerability increases the 
risk to the Dams Sector as its infrastructure continues to age. 
 
(U) The Dams Sector is critically interdependent with the Water Sector, regarding water 
supply services; the Energy Sector, regarding operation of locks and hydroelectric 
power; the Transportation Systems Sector, regarding river navigation; and the 
Government Facilities Sector.171 

(U) Risks to the Defense Industrial Base Sector  

(U) The Defense Industrial Base Sector includes those elements of the Department of 
Defense, the U.S Government, and the private sector worldwide industrial complex that 
maintain capabilities of performing research and development, design, production, 
delivery, and maintenance of military weapon systems, subsystems, components, or 
parts to meet military requirements.172 The sector is an extraordinarily large, diverse, 
complex, and interdependent collection of assets, owners, and operators, composed of 
hundreds of thousands of worldwide government and private sector sites.173 Due to the 
sector’s sensitive work, as well as continuous adversarial threats,174 the Defense 
Industrial Base Sector promotes security awareness, which helps mitigate its risk. 
However, the threats of cyber disruption and loss of supply chain integrity raise risk for 
the sector.  
 
(U//FOUO) The cyber threat creates the most pressing and important risk for the 
sector.175 The Defense Industrial Base Sector has become heavily dependent on cyber 
infrastructure, operating within an increasingly information-driven environment.176 The 
sector’s cyber infrastructure is vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks and malicious 
modification of information, along with more mundane, yet disruptive, events, like 
system malfunctions, power outages, and human error.177 This combined with the 
occurrence of increasing cyber attacks across the critical infrastructure community178 
contributes greatly to the risk to the sector. Foreign entities are also expected to 
continue seeking to acquire access to sensitive and classified Defense Industrial Base 
information and technologies by expanding their cyber collection activities.179  
 
(U//FOUO) Globalization has created dependencies and interdependencies in the 
Defense Industrial Base Sector production supply chain that represent potentially 
dangerous points of failure for the sector. For example, sector-related industries depend 
heavily on assets outside of their direct control, including the global supply chain.180 Due 
in part to a lack of traceability from foreign producers,181 the potential for loss of supply 
chain integrity increases risk for the sector. This is highlighted by the ongoing infiltration 
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of counterfeit electronics into the sector.ii Lack of supply chain integrity could lead to the 
introduction of counterfeit and substandard materials, components, and technology into 
military equipment, which could, in turn, lead to equipment failures and increasing risk in 
the field.182  
 
(U) The Defense Industrial Base Sector is critically dependent on the Communications 
Sector, Energy Sector, Healthcare and Public Health Sector, Information Technology 
Sector, Transportation Systems Sector, and Water Sector. The Defense Industrial Base 
Sector, the Commercial Facilities Sector, and Critical Manufacturing Sector are 
interdependent.183 

(U) Risks to the Emergency Services Sector  

(U) The Emergency Services Sector is a system of response and recovery elements 
that forms the nation’s first line of defense, prevention, and management of 
consequences from disasters and terrorist attacks.184 The sector includes eight areas of 
the response and recovery process: emergency management, emergency medical 
services, fire, hazardous material, law enforcement, bomb squads, tactical 
operations/special weapons assault teams, and search and rescue.185 The sector is at 
risk from vulnerabilities owing to the lack of standardized and common communications 
resources and the threat of terrorist attacks using hazardous materials and CBRN 
agents. Transportation systems need to be functional for emergency response and 
operations. 
 
(U) Communications vulnerabilities create ongoing risk for the sector. Communications 
channels and equipment standards have improved dramatically in the last several 
years.186 However, many jurisdictions still struggle to use standardized code when 
communicating, have difficulty obtaining bandwidth to transmit their communications, 
lack interoperable communications equipment, and do not share frequencies among the 
various member organizations of the sector (e.g., police and fire).187 Inability to 
communicate creates greater risk for the sector and for those who depend on the sector 
for its emergency services. 
 
(U) The threat of terrorist attacks poses significant risk to the Emergency Services 
Sector.188 Fire, police, hazardous materials, and other emergency service units respond 
to both suspected terrorist events (e.g., mailed letters and packages containing white 
                                                             
ii (U) A 2010 Department of Commerce study revealed that 39 percent of companies and organizations surveyed encountered 
counterfeit electronics, and it identified an upward trend in detected incidents, rising from 3,868 incidents in 2005 to 9,356 in 2008. 
[U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security, Office of Technology Evaluation, Defense Industrial Base 
Assessment: Counterfeit Electronics, January 2010, 
www.bis.doc.gov/defenseindustrialbaseprograms/osies/defmarketresearchrpts/final_counterfeit_electronics_report.pdf, accessed 
May 10, 2011] 
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powders that could contain anthrax189) and executed terrorist events (e.g., the bombing 
of the Oklahoma City Murrah Federal Building, the events of September 11, and the 
anthrax events of 2001). As a result, emergency services personnel are exposed to 
substances of unknown composition, for which their personal protective equipment may 
or may not provide adequate protection.190 In addition, adversaries may target persons 
in positions of authority191, as well as institutions that would be symbolic of functioning 
society.192  
 
(U) The Emergency Services Sector is critically dependent upon the Communications 
Sector, Energy Sector, Information Technology Sector, and Transportation Systems 
Sector. The Emergency Services Sector, Critical Manufacturing Sector, Government 
Facilities Sector, Healthcare and Public Health Sector, and Water Sector are 
interdependent.  

(U) Risks to the Energy Sector  

(U) The Energy Sector consists of two subsectors: electricity and oil and natural gas. 
These subsectors include thousands of assets that are geographically dispersed and 
connected by systems and networks.193 The sector is exposed to risk through cyber 
attacks, physical attacks, and natural hazards.  

(U//FOUO) Ongoing vulnerability to cyber attacks contributes significantly to the sector’s 
risk. Electric power assets are potentially vulnerable to cyber attacks because the 
electricity infrastructure is highly automated and controlled by utilities and regional grid 
operators, who rely on sophisticated energy management systems. For example, assets 
may be vulnerable if the electricity subsector’s control system networks are are 
connected to the corporate business network, which, in turn, is connected to the 
Internet. These connections increase the network’s vulnerability to direct cyber attacks 
that could potentially disrupt power and increase risk to the sector. Insider cyber threats, 
such as those initiated by current or former employees, also create risk to the electricity 
subsector.194 These vulnerabilities are exacerbated addressed to varying degrees by 
the inconsistent levels of cyber defenses across the Energy Sector which follows its 
ownis a mix of voluntary and mandatory security standards that apply to electricity grid 
owners and operators.195  

(U) The threat of physical attacks also contributes to risk for the sector, which has 
become a favorite target for adversaries overseas. Worldwide, terrorists have executed 
2,523 attacks against energy infrastructure since 2004, leaving 1,852 dead and 4,653 
wounded.196 Moreover, successful strikes against individual sector assets can lead to 
nationwide impacts that also contribute to risk. An attack or naturally-occurring event in 
the United States could also produce such large-scale consequences. 
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(U//FOUO) Natural hazards pose a regular and persistent risk for the sector. Hurricanes 
are the most frequent disruptive natural hazards for the oil and natural gas subsector, 
often causing the preemptive shutdown of facilities in an area, even if the facilities 
themselves are not directly affected by the storm.197 Hurricanes Ike and Gustav in 2008 
impacted almost 65 million barrels of crude oil production and 400 billion cubic feet of 
natural gas supply.198 An additional natural hazard is that of solar storms, especially as 
they affect the energy grid.  

(U) The Energy Sector is critically dependent on the Banking and Finance Sector, 
Communications Sector, the Information Technology Sector, and Transportation 
Systems Sector. All critical infrastructure sectors depend on the Energy Sector for 
essential energy supplies.199 The Energy Sector is interdependent with the 
Communications Sector, Government Facilities Sector, Information Technology Sector, 
Transportation Systems Sector, and Water Sector.  

(U) Risks to the Food and Agriculture Sector 

(U) The Food and Agriculture Sector is composed of complex production, processing, 
and delivery systems and encompasses upward of four million assets, including some 
two million farms; more than 900,000 restaurants; more than 100,000 food retail 
establishments; more than 166,000 registered domestic food manufacturing, 
processing, and holding facilities; and approximately 252,400 registered foreign 
facilities.200,201 The open nature and global interconnectivity of the sector presents 
unique security challenges and leaves the sector vulnerable to a variety of threats. 
Direct attacks on the sector, such as the introduction of animal or plant disease or 
deliberate food contamination, could result in devastating animal, plant, or public health 
and economic consequences.202 The sector faces ongoing and increasing risks due to 
food contamination, disease and pests, and severe weather. 

(U) A primary risk driver for the Food and Agriculture Sector is the threat of food 
contamination, whether by accidental or intentional means. Contaminated food in the 
United States is estimated to be responsible for over 47.8 million illnesses, 127,839 
hospitalizations, and 3,037 deaths, costing the Nation more than $14 billion a year in 
terms of medical care, lost productivity, chronic health problems, and deaths.203,204,205,206 
Violent extremists have indicated an interest in poisoning the food supply with biological 
and chemical agents, which could have great potential to cause costly economic losses 
in the supply chain for implicated foodstuffs, create public panic, and lead to a public 
health crisis with considerable mortality and morbidity.207,208,209,210  

(U) The threat of disease and pests represents an additional key risk factor for the Food 
and Agriculture Sector. The accessibility of crops and animals on the farm and the 
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extensive international and interstate movement of animals and products increase the 
sector’s vulnerability to acquire and rapidly spread disease. Modeling estimates and 
historical evidence demonstrate that a domestic outbreak of a foreign animal disease, 
such as foot-and-mouth disease, would cost the United States billions of dollars from 
the loss of livestock, production, and international trade.211,212,213 

(U) Severe weather, including droughts, floods, and climate variability, also presents an 
important risk to the Food and Agriculture Sector and critically influences farm 
productivity.214,215 Weather and climate characteristics such as temperature, precipita-
tion, carbon dioxide, and water availability directly impact the health and well-being of 
plants and livestock, as well as pasture and rangeland production. The deleterious 
effects of severe weather coupled with global climate change are currently affecting 
U.S. water resources, agriculture, land resources, and biodiversity, and this trend is 
expected to continue.216  
 
(U) The Food and Agriculture Sector is critically dependent upon the Water Sector; 
Chemical Sector; the Dams Sector; Government Facilities Sector; Energy Sector; 
Transportation Systems Sector, which interconnects critical system nodes; Commercial 
Facilities Sector, which includes food processing plants, warehouses, and retail outlets 
essential to processing and distributing food products; and Banking and Finance Sector, 
as considerable financial transactions are involved in the purchase, processing, storage, 
and selling of farm commodities.217,218  

(U) Risks to the Government Facilities Sector  

(U) The Government Facilities Sector is concerned primarily with ensuring the continuity 
of essential government functions and protecting against mission degradation. A 
successful attack on the sector’s assets could provide adversaries with a psychological 
victory by striking targets perceived to be very secure. The sector will continue to face 
risks from terrorist attacks, cyber security breaches, and ineffective security personnel 
procurement and oversight. 

(U) Terrorist attack scenarios continue to represent significant risk to the Government 
Facilities Sector. A major challenge in the protection of government facilities is 
balancing security with the need for public access to government offices for services 
and transactions.219 Global events and trends suggest, specifically, that terrorists will 
likely use VBIED tactics to attack U.S. critical infrastructure, and this tactic has 
historically represented one of the most successful methods of terrorist attack.220 
Government facilities can also be targeted by active shooters, as in the 2010 shooting 
at a Federal courthouse in Las Vegas.221 
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(U) The Government Facilities Sector will also face increased risk in the next several 
years from cyber intrusions into automated security and supervisory control and data 
acquisition systems. The increasing reliance on automated security systems will likely 
increase vulnerabilities and thus increase the likelihood of cyber intrusion,222 especially 
in the form of sabotage by current or former insiders with malicious intent.223 Cyber 
intrusion into the security systems of government facilities could compromise the 
protection of facilities, civil servants, and the general public and allow for exploitation 
and attacks with significant consequences. 

(U) The Government Facilities Sector is critically dependent upon the Energy Sector, 
due to the energy needs associated with sustaining the vast number of facilities that 
provide essential government functions, and the Communications Sector, which 
provides telecommunication capabilities to government employees who perform duties 
within the sector domain. The Government Facilities Sector and the Transportation 
Systems Sector, Energy Sector, Communication Sector, Information Technology 
Sector, Dams Sector, and Emergency Services Sector are interdependent.  

(U) Risks to the Healthcare and Public Health Sector  

(U) The widespread and diverse Healthcare and Public Health Sector includes acute 
care hospitals; ambulatory healthcare; public-private financial systems; Federal, State, 
and local public health systems; disease surveillance; and private sector industries that 
manufacture, distribute, and sell drugs, biologics, and medical devices. 224 The 
Healthcare and Public Health Sector is vulnerable to a variety of threats and will 
continue to face risks from global supply chain disruptions, theft and exploitation of 
medical goods and confidential medical information, and pandemic disease. Such 
incidents could result in large numbers of illness and casualties, denial of service, or 
theft of confidential patient information.225 

(U) The sector is at risk from vulnerabilities to global supply chain disruptions. Any event 
that leads to a shortage of a pharmaceutical, device, or biologic can be described as a 
supply chain disruption.226,227 A natural disaster may make roads impassable and 
thereby prevent goods from arriving at an affected area or a product may be 
contaminated at its place of origin and need to be recalled, resulting in a limited amount 
of that product on the market. Independent of the reason, supply chain disruptions can 
be potentially catastrophic because health care providers tend to rely on just-in-time 
resupplying and therefore do not have sufficient stockpiles to weather a delay, 
especially during events that lead to an increased demand for healthcare.228,229,230,231  

(U) The threat of theft and exploitation of medical goods and confidential medical 
information also presents an elevated risk to the Healthcare and Public Health Sector. 
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Theft and exploitation result from the work of malicious actors. The reasons for concern 
include the significant amount of radiological material used in civilian settings and the 
increasing dependence of the sector on computerized systems that house highly 
sensitive personal information.232 Many medical facilities and laboratories contain 
radiological materials or biological select agents and toxins that are used for clinical 
treatment or medical research, and the open nature of medical facilities presents a 
potential security vulnerability.233,234 These agents and materials may provide an 
attractive target to those wishing to construct a “dirty bomb,” intentionally infect a 
population, or sell the material on the black market. Medical systems and vital records 
are also at risk for compromise or theft by external hackers or malicious insiders and 
present a trend in medical identity theft.235,236,237  

(U) Experience with influenza demonstrated how a rapidly spreading infectious agent 
can significantly impact the Healthcare and Public Health Sector specifically and the 
country as a whole.238,239,240 A naturally occurring agent like influenza was able to cause 
death, hospitalizations, and absenteeism.241 Absenteeism is of particular concern for the 
sector because of the potential cascading consequences of not having a full 
complement of skilled healthcare personnel. If a more dangerous agent, such as 
smallpox, were to be released intentionally, the effects could be even more catastrophic 
due to the increased lethality and general immunological naiveté to the disease.242 

(U) All sectors are dependent on the Healthcare and Public Health Sector to provide 
healthcare services to their workforces in order to sustain operations. The sector is 
critically dependent on the Transportation Systems Sector; the Postal and Shipping 
Sector, which provides movement of supplies, raw materials, pharmaceuticals, 
personnel, emergency response units, and patients; the Communications Sector; the 
Information Technology Sector; the Energy Sector; the Water Sector; the Food and 
Agriculture Sector, which provides essential services for daily business operations; and 
the Chemical Sector, which directly supplies the pharmaceutical industry. The 
Healthcare and Public Health Sector is interdependent with the Emergency Services 
Sector, coordinating with first responders and emergency medical services as well as 
using local law enforcement for security and legal enforcement of health regulations, 
such as quarantines.243  

(U) Risks to the Information Technology Sector 

(U) The Information Technology (IT) Sector is a functions-based sector that provides 
products and services to enable the private and public sectors to execute their key 
missions. Critical Information Technology Sector functions include producing and 
providing IT products and services; providing incident management capabilities; 
providing domain name resolution services; providing identity management and 
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associated trust support services; providing Internet-based content, information, and 
communications services; and providing Internet routing, access, and connection 
services.244 The sector will continue to face risks from cyber exploitation of supply chain 
vulnerabilities and cyber exploitation of identity resources. 
 
(U) The sector is at risk from cyber threats, particularly those that degrade the 
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the critical functions. Depending on its scale, a 
cyber attack could be debilitating to the Information Technology Sector’s highly 
interdependent critical infrastructures and ultimately to our economy and national 
security.245 These cyber risks include the unintentional (e.g., the accidental disruption of 
Internet content services) and intentional (e.g., exploitation of IT supply chain 
vulnerabilities or the breakdown of Internet interoperability due to attack).  
 
(U) Other sector risks stem from deliberate attacks that target Internet-based identity 
management, content, information, and communications. For example, malicious code 
increasingly proliferates through social networking and can degrade IT systems’ 
functionality, and a successful network compromise from a spear-phishing attack only 
requires victimizing a user with access to just a limited network or administrative 
resources to lead to data breaches and associated financial and reputational costs.246 
 
(U) While the Information Technology Sector provides functions that enable all sectors, 
the sector is critically dependent upon the Communications Sector and the Energy 
Sector. The Information Technology Sector, Banking and Finance Sector, Chemical 
Sector, Healthcare and Public Health Sector, Transportation Systems Sector, and 
Water Sector are interdependent.247 

(U) Risks to the National Monuments and Icons Sector  

(U) The National Monuments and Icons Sector is committed to ensuring that the 
symbols of the Nation remain protected and intact for future generations. The 
symbolism and international recognition of many National Monuments and Icons Sector 
assets make them appealing targets to al-Qa’ida and other adversaries, and their 
inherent openness makes them vulnerable to attack.248 The sector faces current and 
increasing risks due to terrorist attacks and cyber intrusion. 

(U) The threat of terrorist attack represents significant risk to the National Monuments 
and Icons Sector. Global events and trends suggest, specifically, that terrorists will likely 
use VBIED tactics to attack U.S. critical infrastructure.249 Al-Qa’ida and its affiliates have 
demonstrated proficiency for conducting attacks using explosives, and VBIEDs have 
historically represented one of the most successful methods of terrorist attack.250 
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Furthermore, some sector assets have little standoff distance from major roadways and 
are vulnerable to VBIEDs. In addition, other sector assets, specifically in the National 
Capital Region, are in close proximity to one another, which could result in increased 
fatalities and injuries if an attack were successful. Scenarios involving lone shooters, 
hazardous materials, or aircraft as a weapon are also representative of the terrorism 
risk to the sector.251  

(U) Overall risk to the NMI Sector is also affected by access issues attributed to 
insufficient technology acquisition and strategic human capital management.252 While 
icon and park officials have acquired a number of technologies to enhance the security 
of their assets, they have no guidance for evaluating the cost-effectiveness among 
countermeasure alternatives. While the Gateway Arch and Statue of Liberty have 
modernized their dispatch and screening technologies in recent years, breaches 
continue to occur since the security improvements. Furthermore, officials from both 
icons have stated a need for guidance in investing in technology.253 A 2009 GAO report 
also found that human capital management at icons lacks a security focus, with physical 
security coordinators often lacking the appropriate experience or expertise. These 
security officials also face challenges in receiving the necessary physical security and 
critical infrastructure protection training from Federal resources.254   

(U) The National Monuments and Icons Sector is critically dependent on the 
Government Facilities Sector, due to the interconnected nature and geographic 
proximity of assets, especially in the National Capital Region; and both the Emergency 
Services Sector and Communications Sector, due to the presence large crowds and the 
use of assets service providers for risk mitigation and incident response activities. Most 
National Monuments and Icons Sector assets do not have interdependencies with other 
sectors and are not a critical component to the operation of other sectors.255  

(U) Risks to the Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Sector  

(U) The Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Sector is composed of nuclear power 
plants; research and test reactors; fuel cycle facilities; radioactive waste management; 
decommissioning reactors; nuclear and radioactive materials used in medical, industrial, 
and academic settings; and nuclear material transport. The sector maintains a high 
standard for preparedness, but a physical or cyber attack could lead to serious public 
health, environmental, psychological, or economic consequences.256 The sector faces 
two general categories of risk: risk to facilities and risk to materials.  
 
(U//FOUO) Facilities can be put at risk by physical incidents (attack, sabotage, accident, 
or a natural disaster) or cyber intrusions into a facility’s industrial control systems, which 
could potentially cause physical repercussions.257 Onsite storage of large quantities of 
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spent reactor fuel at almost every U.S. reactor site greatly increases the potential 
consequences of a terrorist attack or natural disaster on a plant and its surroundings.258 
If successfully attacked or disrupted, some nuclear facilities have the potential to 
release radioactive material into the environment. As in other sectors, an insider threat 
could increase likelihood of success, as is reflected in the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission’s design basis threat.259 The Stuxnet worm highlighted the persistent cyber 
risk and demonstrated the new potential for seizing control of industrial control 
systems.260 
 
(U) The sector also faces risk to materials, both from the threat of theft and diversion of 
nuclear and radioactive materials and the vulnerability to disruptions of the supply chain. 
Sector radioactive materials, including nearly 55,000 high-activityjj sources, are used in 
a range of industrial, medical, and other commercial settings.261 Determined adversaries 
could use stolen radioactive materials as elements of radiological dispersal devices or 
radiation exposure devices. Disruption of the supply chain for commercial radioisotopes 
and other materials also poses an ongoing risk. This was demonstrated last year, when 
reliance on aging, overseas reactors triggered a global shortage of molybdenum-99 
(Mo-99), a radionuclide that decays to a form used in millions of medical procedures 
performed annually in the United States.262  
 
(U) The Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Sector is critically dependent on the 
Energy Sector as a supplier of electrical power; the Water Sector, for cooling of nuclear 
reactors; the Transportation Systems Sector, regarding movement of nuclear and 
radioactive material; Chemical Sector, regarding hazardous chemicals used at fuel 
cycle facilities; Healthcare and Public Health Sector, regarding nuclear medicine; 
Emergency Services Sector, regarding response capabilities; and Government Facilities 
Sector, regarding Federal and State facilities that use radioactive material.263  

(U) Risks to the Postal and Shipping Sector  

(U) The Postal and Shipping Sector is an integral component of the U.S. economy, 
employing more than 1.8 million people and earning direct revenues of more than $213 
billion per year.264 The Postal and Shipping Sector moves more than 720 million 
messages, products, and financial transactions each day.265 The sector is highly 
concentrated, with a handful of providers holding roughly 94 percent of the market 
share.266 The sector faces risks from the threat of mail-based IEDs; the threat of terrorist 
attacks using chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear and explosive (CBRNE) 

                                                             
jj (U) The high-activity sources cited here are Category 1 and 2 sources as defined in the International Atomic Energy Agency’s 
Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources. [www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Code-
2004_web.pdf, accessed on June 16, 2011] 
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weapons or agents; and the vulnerability of the sector’s openness, which allows for 
anonymous entry points for attacks.  
  
(U) The sector maintains an extremely large number of collection points at which 
parcels and letters can be inserted for delivery to ensure ease of access to and use of 
the system for its customers.267 These collection facilities present a vast array of 
relatively anonymous entry points at which terrorists could insert dangerous materials 
for delivery to intended targets.268 Further, the sector is a highly trusted entity, and its 
employees and representatives have ready access to businesses and residences 
throughout the country.  
  
(U) This combination of ubiquitous, trusted personnel access to other sectors, an 
extraordinary number of anonymous insertion points, and the potential for delivery to 
diverse recipients makes the Postal and Shipping Sector attractive to terrorists, who 
may use it to attack persons or critical infrastructure in other sectors. Greek and Italian 
anarchists demonstrated this capability in 2010 and 2011 parcel-based attacks in 
Europe.269,270 In October 2010, explosives artfully concealed in packages from Yemen 
destined for the United States were found both already in transit and ready for transit, 
resulting in acute attention and immediate policy changes in inbound international mail. 
271 Such changes affected the flow of air mail, causing delays in service.272 
 
(U//FOUO) The sector’s risk is also raised by the threat of hazardous materials, 
including CBRNE agents. The Postal and Shipping Sector is one of the few that has 
been threatened by biological agents: the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) was used as a 
vehicle for delivering anthrax in 2001.273 In the aftermath of the anthrax attacks in 2001, 
USPS projected that the subsequent declines in mail volume and revenue could affect 
the agency’s bottom line by as much as $2 billion that fiscal year.274   
 
(U) The Postal and Shipping Sector is critically dependent on the Transportation 
Systems Sector for the movement of mail and packages by air, road, or rail; Energy 
Sector for power; and Information Technology Sector and Communications Sector for 
supporting logistics operations and automatic identification and sorting.275  

(U) Risks to the Transportation Systems Sector  

(U) The Transportation Systems Sector is a vast, open, accessible, interconnected 
system that moves millions of passengers and millions of tons of goods.276 In addition to 
physical and cyber threats from terrorists, natural and industrial disasters also have the 
potential to impact the sector. The risk mitigating actions necessary for the sector are 
diverse, reflecting the complexity of the transportation network and the varied elements 
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that pose risks. The Transportation Systems Sector consists of six modes: aviation,kk 
highway,ll mass transit,mm maritime, pipeline systems,nn and freight rail.oo The aviation 
mode faces the highest risk for the sector, followed by mass transit.pp  
 
(U) Despite security enhancements since the attacks on September 11, 2001, 
intelligence continues to indicate that aviation remains the top target of terrorists.277 
Attempts such as the December 25, 2009, attack on Northwest Flight 253278 support 
this claim. The detonation of an IED during a flight is now the foremost threat to 
airlines.279  
 
(U) The mass transit system features an inherently open environment designed to make 
it easily accessible to the public. While these characteristics facilitate the rapid transport 
of people, they also provide opportunities for terrorists to stage attacks, increasing the 
risk of attacks targeting the mode. Terrorists have demonstrated the capability to attack 
mass transit systems abroad, as evidenced by the attacks on subway and rail systems 
in Minsk (2011),280 Moscow (2010),281 Mumbai (2008),282 London (2005),283 Moscow 
(2004),284 and Madrid (2004).285  
 
(U) The Transportation Systems Sector is an integrated network of interconnected 
systems, dependent on critical and noncritical infrastructure sectors alike for both daily 
operations and long-term viability. The Transportation Systems Sector is critically 
dependent on the Information Technology Sector. The Transportation Systems Sector, 
Energy Sector, Government Facilities Sector are interdependent.  

 

                                                             
kk (U) The aviation mode includes aircraft, air traffic control systems, and approximately 450 commercial airports and 19,000 
additional airfields. This mode includes civil and joint-use military airports, heliports, short takeoff and landing ports, and seaplane 
bases. 
ll (U) The highway mode encompasses more than 4 million miles of roadways and supporting infrastructure. Vehicles include 
automobiles, buses, motorcycles, and all types of trucks. 
mm (U) The mass transit mode includes multiple-occupancy vehicles, such as transit buses, trolleybuses, vanpools, ferryboats, 
monorails, heavy (subway) and light rail, automated guideway transit, inclined planes, and cable cars designed to transport 
customers on local and regional routes. 
nn (U) The pipeline systems mode includes vast networks of pipeline that traverse hundreds of thousands of miles throughout the 
country, carrying nearly all of the Nation’s natural gas and about 65 percent of hazardous liquids, as well as various chemicals. 
oo (U) The freight rail mode consists of hundreds of railroads, more than 143,000 route-miles of track, more than 1.3 million freight 
cars, and roughly 20,000 locomotives. 
pp (U) The Transportation Security Administration and the Coast Guard do not have a position on where risks to Maritime lay in 
comparison with those of the other modes. 
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(U) Risks to the Water Sector 

(U) The Water Sector is composed of over 153,000 public drinking water systems and 
approximately 16,500 publicly owned wastewater treatment utilities. These utilities 
consist of source waters, treatment facilities, pumping stations, storage sites, and 
extensive distribution, collection systems, and monitoring systems.286 The sector faces 
risk from the terrorist use of chemical, biological, or radiological (CBR) agents to 
contaminate water supplies; natural hazards; and physical and cyber attacks. 
Successful attacks on a drinking water or wastewater system could result in large 
numbers of illness, casualties, and denial of service, which could severely impact the 
Nation’s public health and economic vitality.287  

(U) A key risk of concern for the Water Sector is the terrorist use of CBR to contaminate 
a drinking water system, whether by accidental or intentional means. Most public water 
supplies are monitored and treated to prevent the distribution of contaminated drinking 
water.288,289 The risk of terrorist CBR contamination stems from both the enduring 
terrorist threat to contaminate the U.S. water supply and the serious health impacts that 

(U) THE MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
 
(U) The Marine Transportation System (MTS) is a complex system that is both geographically and physically diverse in character and 
operation. It consists of about 95,000 miles of coastline, 361 ports, over 25,000 miles of navigable waterways, 3.4 million square miles of 
Exclusive Economic Zone to secure, and intermodal landside connections, which allow the various modes of transportation to move people 
and goods to, from, and on the water. This part of the Transportation Systems Sector is at risk for potential cyber intrusion, port vulnerability, 
and insecure intermodal shoreside connections.. 
  
(U) Cybersecurity has become increasingly important as the MTS has become increasingly dependent on cyber systems and faces a growing 
risk from cyber attacks. These systems are used for a variety of purposes, including access control, navigation, traffic monitoring, and 
information transmission. Although the interconnectivity and utilization of cyber systems facilitate transport, they can also present opportunities 
for the exploitation of the MTS. 
  
(U) Ports are sprawling, easily accessible by water and land, close to crowded metropolitan areas, and interwoven with complex transportation 
networks.a Port infrastructures are vulnerable to intrusion and even though a robust security plan system, which includes domestic facilities 
and vessels as well as foreign vessels that call into the United States, has been implemented through the Maritime Transportation Security Act 
(MTSA), if successfully attacked, it would pose a risk for catastrophic consequences. Port facilities, along with the ships and barges that transit 
port waterways, are especially vulnerable to tampering, theft, and unauthorized persons gaining entry to collect information and commit 
unlawful or hostile acts.a Due to just-in-time methods, a successful attack against one node of maritime infrastructure could disrupt entire 
systems, cause congestion, limit capacity for product delivery, cause significant damage to the economy, or create an inability to project 
military force.a Risks related to small vessel security continue to be a focus for the U.S. Coast Guard.  
 
(U) The MTS faces additional risk from the potential disruption of intermodal connections. As a network of maritime operations, the MTS 
interfaces with shoreside operations at intermodal connections as part of overall global supply chains or domestic commercial operations.a 
Across the Transportation Systems Sector as a whole, intermodal terminals are potentially high-value targets for adversaries because the 
large volume of cargo can lead to significant loss of life and economic disruption.a Much like port facilities, the disruption of intermodal 
connections could have cascading consequences due to just-in-time methods and an increasingly complex supply chain. 
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could result from an undetected contaminant.290,291,292,293 These impacts could vary 
depending on the type of substance, route of exposure (ingestion, absorption, 
inhalation), and amount of time before the contaminant is detected.294  

(U) Natural hazards, such as hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, earthquakes, and drought, 
pose a serious and continuing risk for the sector.295,296 Water infrastructure may be 
severely disrupted or destroyed by such hazards, which may further complicate an 
overall disaster emergency response due to multiple cross-sector 
interdependencies.297,298 Critical water shortages may also result from drought 
conditions and climate change, leading to water use restrictions and rationing.299,300  

(U) Physical and cyber attacks on critical water infrastructure by terrorists, homegrown 
extremists, or disgruntled insiders also present important risks to the Water Sector.301 
Physical attacks using IEDs or VBIEDs on chemical storage tanks or other critical nodes 
in a drinking water or wastewater system could result in the release of hazardous 
materials or in a long-term loss of service should a “single-point-of-failure” be 
destroyed.302 Cyber attacks and intrusions on supervisory control and data acquisition 
systems or other business systems pose a serious threat to the Water Sector, allowing 
malicious actors to manipulate or exploit control systems essential to operation of 
drinking water and wastewater utilities.303,304,305 

(U) The Water Sector is critically dependent upon the Energy Sector, as a loss of power 
can disrupt pumps and treatment operations, which can result in a loss of potable 
drinking water or properly treated wastewater for an entire community; Chemical Sector, 
as chemicals such as chlorine are used to disinfect and treat drinking water and 
wastewater; and Critical Manufacturing Sector, for the supply of certain utility 
components. Repair of damaged infrastructure could, in some cases, be prolonged as 
specialized replacement equipment is obtained and installed.306 Disruptions to the 
Water Sector resulting in prolonged service interruptions to dependent or 
interdependent assets and other critical customers, such as the Energy Sector,307 
Chemical Sector, Information Technology Sector, Healthcare and Public Health Sector, 
Banking and Finance Sector, and Food and Agriculture Sector, would likely have far-
reaching negative public health, economic, and psychological impacts.308  
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(U) Regional Risks 

(U) Critical infrastructure throughout the United States experiences naturally occurring 
and manmade risks related to the unique characteristics of various regions, as well as 
the sectors and the cross-cutting risks described above. Risks that have potentially 
significant impact in the critical infrastructure context are presented in the 2011 National 
Risk Profile in terms of the Federally administered/Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) regional construct along with a discussion of those geographic risks 
that affect more than one region (e.g., tornado risk). There may be cases where the 
national risks may not be as great to a particular region but still create cross-cutting risk. 
National risks that could potentially affect particular regions will only be discussed in this 
section if from the perspective of the region those cross-cutting risks are considered 
amongst the most significant. 
 
(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region I 

(U) Region I is composed of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
Rhode Island, and Vermont. Risks to the Energy Sector and the Transportation 
Systems Sector are of greatest concern to this region. Since 1998, FEMA has issued 65 
Federal disaster declarations for the States within the region.309 Severe storms, 
including snow and ice storms, are the costliest natural hazards to the region,310 
accounting for over 95 percent of the Federal funds issued for recovery and response 
efforts in the region during this time.311 The region’s most common natural hazards are 
severe winter weather, hurricanes, and other storms that can cause flooding throughout 
the region.312  

(U) Severe winter storms have historically tested the resilience of the region’s critical 
infrastructure. The largest winter storm in recent history was the 1978 blizzard that saw 
snowfall totals from 20 to 40 inches across the Northeast.313 This storm caused $500 
million of damage in Massachusetts alone.314 A December 2010 blizzard halted regional 
transportation, including important aviation and rail networks in Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island.315 The following month another blizzard struck Massachusetts, this time 
with energy and communications cut off to several towns.316 Rural areas, such as in 
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, are at greater risk of losing power and becoming 
isolated during a winter storm317 because snow clearing and power restoration efforts 
take much more time in rural areas than along highways and in urban areas.318 

(U) Though not as common as severe winter storms, hurricanes potentially can cause 
as much or greater damage to critical infrastructure in the region. Since 1900, 39 
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tropical systems have impacted New England – 25 were hurricanes, while 14 were 
tropical storms.319 

(U) Transportation-related delays cost about $1.7 billion annually, with all 6 States in the 
region counted among the top 15 with the most structurally deficient and obsolete 
bridges in the country.320 Increasing the Transportation Systems Sector’s connectivity to 
Boston will continue to be a major goal for the region since Boston accounts for almost 
40 percent of the region’s gross domestic product,321 as well as a great deal of traffic. 
New investments were made in the region’s transportation infrastructure with $2 billion 
in Federal funding for high-speed rail from the Department of Transportation.322 Much of 
this investment will go directly to States in the region to support rail projects along the 
Northeast Corridor and throughout the Northeast.323 Although this investment should 
reduce risk by decreasing vulnerability in the rail system, rail and other elements of the 
Transportation Systems Sector in the region remain at risk.324 Also, given the expressed 
interest of al-Qa’ida in targeting trains in the United States and throughout the world,325 
threats to the rail subsector create additional regional risk. 

(U) Reducing risk to and ensuring resilience of the Energy Sector, especially during 
winter storms and summer heat waves, is critical to the region’s economy. Although the 
region was spared the worst of the summer 2003 Northeast blackout, Connecticut, 
Massachusetts, and Vermont still incurred approximately $100 million in combined 
economic damages.326 New England’s all-time electricity consumption record for one 
month was recorded in July 2010, and new peak demand records were set for the 
months of May and September that year.327 Despite significant and increasing energy 
demands in the region and throughout the Nation, very little new energy generation has 
been emplaced in the region.328 Further, 620 megawatts per day from the Vermont 
Yankee nuclear plant could be taken offline in March 2012 pending the outcome of a 
dispute between Vermont and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, potentially 
exacerbating the problem.329 Times of emergency and peak demand driven by extreme 
weather conditions could increase vulnerability for the Energy Sector, placing the region 
at greater risk. 

(U) From 1998 to 2009, there were five terrorist attacks in the region.330 Three of these 
were bombing/explosive attacks and were directed against private citizens, private 
property, or a government facility.331 The threat of terrorism creates significant risk for 
the region. Given the importance of energy and transportation in these States, and the 
dependence of the Transportation Systems Sector on the Energy Sector, the threat of a 
terrorist attack on either or both of these sectors creates even greater risk to the region. 
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(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, Nuclear Reactors, 
Materials, and Waste Sector, and Transportation Systems Sector.332  
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region II 

(U) Region II is composed of the States of New Jersey and New York and the territories 
of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Risks to the Banking and Finance and 
Transportation Systems Sectors are of greatest concern in this region. Since 1998, 
FEMA has issued 58 Federal disaster declarations for the States and territories within 
the region.333 Severe storms, including snow and ice storms, are the costliest natural 
hazards to the region.334 Almost 80 percent of the Federal funded recovery and 
response efforts in the region during this period addressed the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, 2001.335 When this is taken out of consideration, severe storms account 
for approximately 90 percent of the Federal funds issued for response and recovery 
efforts.336 

(U) Snowstorms and severe winter weather occur frequently in New York and New 
Jersey, and Puerto Rico and the U.S Virgin Islands are often threatened by hurricanes. 
This severe and often extreme weather creates economic vulnerability and risk to the 
region. However, given the location of New York geographically and the position of 
many nationally significant assets within New York City, extreme weather creates the 
greatest risk for New York. Based on historical frequency, New York City can expect a 
major snowstorm of 16 inches or more, approximately every nine years.337 Roads and 
bridges are especially vulnerable to these storms.338 Snow hazards also create 
consequences, such as transportation accidents and disruptions, that are especially 
costly to New York City, increasing risk to the city and this part of the region. Large 
snow removal costs; lost revenue from retail businesses, parking meters, and towing; 
and other factors that affect local and State budgets, such as paying snow-related 
claims and police overtime, are all significant consequences. It is estimated that during 
the winter of 1995-1996, these cost New York City $2.3 billion and the metropolitan 
region $4.9 billion.339  

(U//FOUO) Reducing risk to and ensuring resilience of the Banking and Finance Sector 
in New York is critical to the Nation’s economy. The Lower Manhattan Financial District 
(Wall Street) accounts for 40 percent of the country’s financial industry and is as an 
important symbol of U.S. economic power.340 Osama bin Laden indicated that the World 
Trade Center in New York was targeted on September 11, 2001, for economic 
reasons.341 Khalid Sheikh Muhammad also plotted against the New York Stock 
Exchange and several other financial targets in the region to hurt the Nation’s 
economy.342 Threats and consequences have been, and are expected to remain, high 
for this sector, placing this part of the region and the Nation at continued risk.  
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(U//FOUO) Given that New Jersey and New York are global transit hubs, the viability of 
the Transportation Systems Sector is critical to the region, the Nation, and the world. 
The New York City metropolitan area possesses major ports, airports, bridges, and 
tunnels, as well as the highest concentration of mass transit assets in the country, 
serving more than 2 billion passengers per year.343 These assets have been targeted 
frequently by terrorists since September 11, 2001, such as with the Najibullah Zazi plot 
to attack the New York subway in 2009 and the al-Qa’ida plot to attack U.S. rail systems 
on the tenth anniversary of September 11, 2001, following the raid on Osama bin 
Laden’s compound in Pakistan.344 Attacks on transportation in and connecting to New 
York City could yield large numbers of casualties, interrupt services, instill fear, and 
necessitate costly and prolonged recovery efforts.345  

(U) The threat of terrorism creates significant risk for the region. The terrorist attack on 
September 11 was a major terrorist event, but only 1 of 22 terrorist attacks that occurred 
in this region from 1998 to 2009.346 Twenty of these attacks took place in New York. 
Therefore, the threat to New York has been greater than to the rest of the region, 
placing the State at the greatest risk.347 Both New Jersey and New York possess major 
ports of entry, with the ports of entry in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands perhaps 
taking on greater significance in that entry into these territories may be easier than into 
any of the country’s States and facilitate easier access into the rest of the Nation. As of 
February 2010, al-Qa‘ida had identified New York City among a number of important 
cities where attacks should occur. Given the importance of banking, finance, tourism, 
and transportation in and for these States and territories, and the dependence of the 
Transportation Systems Sector on the Banking and Finance Sector, the threat of a 
terrorist attack on either or both of these sectors creates even greater risk to the region. 
Also, although regional collaboration is becoming more critical to address the terrorist 
threat (including that posed by homegrown violent extremism),348 the composition of the 
region with two States and two territories separated by great distances makes such 
collaboration difficult. This lack of collaboration itself represents a significant 
vulnerability that contributes to regional risk.  

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, Transportation Systems 
Sector, and Water Sector.349  
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region III 

(U) Region III is composed of Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West 
Virginia, and the District of Columbia. 350 Risks to the Government Facilities Sector and 
Transportation Systems Sector are of greatest concern to this region. Floods, 
hurricanes, severe storms, snow, and tornadoes all create risk for the region. Since 
1998, FEMA has issued 72 major disaster declarations for the regional States and the 
District of Columbia.351 Severe storms are the costliest natural hazards to the region, 
accounting for 46 percent of the Federal funds issued for recovery and response efforts 
during this time.352 Hurricanes accounted for 37 percent, followed by snow, floods, and 
tornadoes.353 

(U) Severe storms pose an ongoing, high-frequency risk to this region and are 
responsible for 41 of the 68 major disaster declarations since 1999.354 Severe storms 
can create extensive disruptions in the Energy Sector, as seen in the July 2010 storms, 
which cut power to more than 250,000 residents in the Washington, DC metropolitan 
area.355 Severe storms can also create compound risk, as seen with the blizzard of 
February 2010 that affected energy services, transportation, and the Government, 
disrupted power for 218,000 residents,356 caused nearly 1,500 car accidents in Virginia 
alone,357 and forced the closure of the Federal Government for five days at a cost of 
$355 million.358 

(U//FOUO) The Transportation Systems Sector is critical to the region owing to its 
heavy dependence on mass transit. The Washington Metro transit system carries more 
than 200 million passengers annually,359 and homegrown extremists have repeatedly 
shown interest in targeting it, with two separate arrests occurring in 2010.360,361 Amtrak, 
the nation’s busiest passenger rail line, transits through the Northeast Corridor, passing 
through Delaware, the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania.362 Given the 
expressed interest of al-Qa’ida in targeting trains in the United States and throughout 
the world,363 threats to the rail subsector create additional regional risk. 

(U) From 1998 to 2009, there were 15 terrorist attacks in the region, including the 
terrorist attack on September 11.364 Four of these were facility/infrastructure attacks, 
two of which were directed at businesses.365 The symbolic value of the District of 
Columbia—as a major city366 as well as the Nation’s Capital and the location of 
headquarters elements for all of the Federal departments and agencies—makes it a 
high-value target and creates greater risk for the Government Facilities Sector within the 
region. The District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia have high 
concentrations of Government Facilities assets. Sector assets in the Washington 
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metropolitan area have been attacked or targeted in the past, such as with the 
September 11 attack on the Pentagon in Virginia and a 2010 plot to bomb a Maryland 
military recruiting center.367 The Delaware River shoreline south of Philadelphia also 
has one of the largest concentrations of industrial facilities, oil refineries, and 
petrochemical plants in the world, making it a high-value target as well.368 Many national 
monuments and icons are also found within the District of Columbia and in other States 
throughout the region, including the Liberty Bell in Pennsylvania. The threat of terrorism 
creates significant risk for the region. As of February 2010, al-Qa‘ida had identified 
Washington, D.C. among a number of important cities where attacks should occur. 
Given the importance of government, national monuments and icons, and transportation 
in the region, the threat of a terrorist attack on the Government Facilities Sector, 
National Monuments and Icons Sector, or Transportation Systems Sector creates even 
greater risk to the region.  

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, Government Facilities 
Sector, and Transportation Systems Sector.369 
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region IV  

(U) Region IV is composed of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.370 Risks to the Commercial Facilities Sector 
and the Chemical Sector are of greatest concern to this region. Since 1998, FEMA has 
issued 161 disaster declarations for the States within the region.371 Hurricanes are the 
costliest natural hazards to the region, accounting for more than 83 percent of the 
Federal funds issued for recovery and response efforts during this time.372 Severe 
storms accounted for another 12 percent, with the remainder provided in response to 
ice storms, coastal storms, tornadoes, snow, and fires, ranked by funding.373 The 
region’s most common natural hazards are hurricanes, tornadoes, flooding, ice storms, 
and wildfires.374 Western Tennessee and Western Kentucky lie within the New Madrid 
Seismic Zone, where some of the largest earthquakes in North America have occurred 
historically. 

(U) Hurricanes and tropical storms continue to pose a high-frequency, high-
consequence risk to this region, responsible for 42 of the 141 major disaster 
declarations and 22 of the 27 Federal emergency declarations since 1999.375 Twenty-
eight of these declarations involved hurricanes and tropical storms.376 Hurricanes can 
cause significant damage to the region’s critical infrastructure, especially given the 
proximity to the coast of many of its major population centers, thereby contributing to 
the region’s risk. Catastrophic consequences were created by Hurricanes Katrina and 
Rita in 2005, leading to the deaths of more than 1,800 people, more than $200 billion in 
damages, and impacting Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi.377  

(U) The Commercial Facilities Sector is an important driver of the regional economy and 
is at higher risk. Assets in this sector are highly visible, are easily accessible, have the 
potential to result in mass casualties if attacked or otherwise destroyed, are symbolically 
important (as at major sporting events), and are of interest to terrorists, having been 
attacked previously. Open access counters the deterrence provided by security barriers 
at these facilities, making the sector more vulnerable to attacks378 and increasing risk 
for the region. Events featuring mass gatherings that take over large areas of land and 
become small cities—such as NASCAR races in Alabama, Florida, Kentucky, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee—possess unique vulnerabilities that create 
risk.379 Terrorist attacks on commercial facilities in the region have occurred in the past, 
including the Atlanta Olympic Park bombing in Georgia in 1996. Commercial facilities 
are also vulnerable to the use of firearms, as seen in shooter incidents that occurred at 
retail locations in Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, and Tennessee from 2004 to 
2008.380  
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(U//FOUO) Natural hazards put the Chemical Sector at risk in the region. Chemical 
assets are numerous in the region, and many are located along the coasts. Hurricanes 
can result in the loss of power, as well as wind and water damage, all of which can 
disrupt chemical assets.381 Even plants undamaged by hurricanes can take up to four 
weeks to restart operations until inspections are conducted and those utilities necessary 
for chemical facilities to function recover.382 Issues with the Chemical Sector greatly 
impact other sectors upon which it is dependent or with which it is interdependent. For 
example, following Hurricane Katrina, reductions in the availability of feedstock 
impacted transportation infrastructure, and higher energy prices impacted petrochemical 
production.383  

(U) From 1998 to 2009, there were 37 terrorist attacks in the region. Twenty-three of 
these were facility/infrastructure attacks. qq Florida experienced the highest number of 
attacks—24 of the 37—as well as 18 of the region’s 23 facility/infrastructure attacks.384 
The threat of terrorism creates significant risk for the region. Given the importance of 
commercial facilities and chemical assets in these States, the threat of a terrorist attack 
on either or both of these sectors (such as where assets in both sectors are located 
near each other) creates even greater risk to the region. 

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, Food and Agriculture 
Sector, and Transportation Systems Sector.385 

                                                             
qq (U) The Global Terrorism Database defines a facility/infrastructure attack accordingly: “An act, excluding the use of an explosive, 
whose primary objective is to cause damage to a non-human target, such as a building, monument, train, pipeline, etc. Such attacks 
consist of actions primarily aimed at damaging property, or at causing a diminution in the functioning of a useful system (mass 
disruption) yet not causing direct harm to people. Such attacks include arson and various forms of sabotage. Can include acts that 
intend to cause harm to people as a result of the harm done to objects (e.g., blowing up a dam so that the ensuing flood will kill 
residents downstream). Can include acts which aim to harm an installation, yet also cause harm to people incidentally.” [START, 
“GTD Variables & Inclusion Criteria, May 2010, www.start.umd.edu/gtd/downloads/Codebook.pdf, accessed 23 May 2011]  
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region V 

(U) Region V is composed of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and 
Wisconsin. Risks to the Food and Agriculture Sector—especially with respect to the 
dairy industry—and the Transportation Systems Sector are of greatest concern to this 
region. Since 1998, FEMA has issued 87 Federal disaster declarations for the States 
within the region.386 Severe storms are the costliest natural hazards to the region, 
accounting for approximately 73 percent of the Federal funds issued for recovery and 
response efforts during this time.387 The region’s most common natural hazards are 
flooding, severe storms, and tornadoes,388 with Minnesota and Wisconsin accounting for 
most of the flooding.389  

(U) Due to the region’s geography along the Mississippi River, which begins in 
Minnesota, flooding is a perennial threat to the region. In 2011, the region’s snowpack 
contained a water content ranked among the highest of the last 60 years and led to 
flooding along the length of the Mississippi River.390 The record setting Mississippi River 
flood of 1993 disrupted transportation and industry along the Mississippi for months, 
with severe impacts to surface and river transportation.391 The flood was responsible for 
an estimated $15 to $20 billion in economic damages, making it one of the worst floods 
ever in the United States.392 

(U) The Food and Agriculture Sector is critical to the region. Wisconsin ranked second, 
Minnesota ranked sixth, and Michigan ranked eighth in 2010 for milk production in the 
Nation.393 Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Indiana also ranked among the Nation’s 
top 10 States in terms of total agricultural commodities sales in 2007.394 Threats to food 
and agricultural production contribute to risk in the region. The Food and Agriculture 
Sector in the region is also dependent upon the Transportation Systems Sector 
(particularly the navigable waterways and inland maritime transportation infrastructure) 
as much of the grain transported downstream on the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers is 
grown in Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.395 Therefore, natural hazards and 
other threats to and vulnerabilities within the Transportation Systems Sector also 
increase risk for the Food and Agriculture Sector, as well as for the region. 

(U//FOUO) The region’s Transportation Systems Sector serves a vital role linking the 
country together. The region is at the center of the national rail network with Chicago 
serving as one of the largest rail gateways in the United States.396 More than 50 
railroads provide service from Illinois to every part of the continental United States.397 
Disruption of several key intermodal facilities would likely increase transportation costs 
significantly.398 In the Maritime subsector, the Port of Chicago plays a vital role 
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connecting the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River, moving more than 26 million tons 
of goods annually. The large volume of traffic over an expansive area that continues 
down the Mississippi River presents a vulnerability and security challenge.399  

(U) Terrorist attacks have also occurred in the region. From 1998 to 2009, there were 
32 terrorist attacks in the region.400 Twelve of these were facility/infrastructure attacks. 
Threats to the Transportation Systems Sector also contribute greatly to the risk. As of 
February 2010, al-Qa‘ida had identified Chicago among a number of important cities 
where attacks should occur. Chicago, the most populous city in the region, is also home 
to the Nation’s third busiest rapid rail transit system401 and the world’s fifth busiest 
airport.402 The December 2009 attempt to detonate an explosive during an international 
flight bound for Detroit403 and the confirmation that al-Qa’ida still seeks to attack mass 
transit in the United States404 indicate that the Nation’s adversaries will probably 
continue to try to exploit real and perceived vulnerabilities in the region’s transportation 
system, thereby increasing risk to the region.  

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Food and Agriculture Sector, and Transportation Systems 
Sector.  
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region VI 

(U) Region VI is composed of Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
Risks to the Chemical Sector, Commercial Facilities Sector, and Energy Sector are of 
greatest concern in this region. Since 1998, FEMA has issued 101 Federal disaster 
declarations for the States within the region.405 Hurricane Katrina, which made landfall 
in Louisiana on August 29, 2005, is the single most devastating natural disaster for the 
region and the most costly U.S. hurricane on record, resulting in $81.1 billion in property 
damages alone.406 Hurricanes are the costliest natural hazard to the region, accounting 
for nearly 75 percent of Federal funds issued for recovery, response, and mitigation 
efforts during this time. Nearly all of the remaining 25 percent of Federal funds were 
spent to recover from coastal storms, ice storms, and severe storms. The region’s most 
common natural hazards are coastal storms, hurricanes, severe ice storms, and severe 
storms.  

(U) The geography of the region, particularly where Louisiana and Texas meet the Gulf 
of Mexico, makes the region vulnerable to coastal storms and hurricanes. Hurricanes 
can cause significant damage to critical infrastructure in the region, especially to the 
gas, oil, and petrochemical infrastructure assets clustered along the Gulf Coast in Lake 
Charles, Louisiana, and Houston, Texas. These two clusters account for approximately 
20 percent of U.S. petroleum refinery operable capacity.407 Hurricane Katrina caused 
damage and destruction to 30 oil platforms and forced 9 refineries to shut down 
throughout the region.408 Thus, the risk to the region’s energy industry significantly 
increases during the summer hurricane season. 

(U) The Commercial Facilities Sector is an important driver of the regional economy and 
is at higher risk. Commercial facilities in the region, including entertainment complexes 
and buildings with many business and governmental tenants in urban areas like New 
Orleans, Dallas, Houston, and San Antonio are just a few examples of the many high-
value commercial facilities. Events featuring mass gatherings that take over large areas 
of land and become small cities, such as the Texas State Fair (the largest in the 
country) and NASCAR races in Texas possess unique vulnerabilities that create risk.409 
Assets in this sector are highly visible, are easily accessible, have the potential to result 
in mass casualties if attacked or otherwise destroyed, are symbolically important (as at 
major sporting events), and are of interest to terrorists, having been attacked previously. 
Open access counters the deterrence provided by security barriers at these facilities, 
making the sector more vulnerable to attacks410 and increasing risk in the region. The 
FBI foiled a plot in 2009 by Jordanian Hosam Smadi to blow up the Fountain Place 
Building (known for its unique and artistic architecture and housing a large number of 
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public and private sector offices, including financial institutions) in Dallas.411 Smadi, 
radicalized through the Internet and trying to imitate the events of September 11, sought 
to bring down a notable skyscraper and kill thousands of people. Due to the visibility 
and economic value of many of these assets, the threat to commercial facilities remains 
high and contributes to risk in the region. 

(U) Industrial disasters have also occurred in this region. The incident involving the 
Deepwater Horizon oil drilling rig occurred off the Louisiana coast on April 20, 2010, 
creating the largest offshore oil spill in U.S. history.412 Currently, total losses are in 
excess of $40 billion,413 not including the cost of cascading effects involving other 
critical infrastructure sectors in the region.414 A number of human factors are thought to 
have contributed to this industrial disaster, including money saving decisions that cut 
corners on safety, the decision to use a blowout preventer without adequately taking 
into account reported situations in which this mechanism could fail, incorrectly 
disregarding pressure test readings as anomalous, inadequate inspection practices, 
flawed cementing jobs, and insufficient regulatory oversight.415 Though not directly 
located on the Gulf of Mexico, Oklahoma and New Mexico are also key States for the oil 
and natural gas subsectors and have similar vulnerabilities to industrial disasters.416 

(U) From 1998 to 2009, there were 22 terrorist attacks in the region.417 Ten of the 22 
attacks were bombing/explosion attacks, all taking place in either New Mexico or 
Texas.418 With the importance of the energy sector to not only this region, but the nation 
as a whole, any threat to industry in the region may have cascading impacts. 

(U) The Energy Sector is critical to the regional economy. Al-Qa’ida and other terrorist 
organizations with which it is affiliated remain interested in attacking the Energy Sector 
as it contains valuable economic targets.419 For example, the FBI warned the Texas oil 
industry of potential attacks on energy infrastructure leading up to the November 2004 
elections.420 The significant presence of petrochemical assets in the region could also 
make attractive targets. The threat of terrorism creates significant risk for the region. 
Given the importance of commercial facilities and energy assets in these States, the 
threat of a terrorist attack on either or both of these sectors creates even greater risk to 
the region. 

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, and Water Sector.421  
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region VII 

(U) Region VII is composed of Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska. Risks to the 
Chemical Sector and Food and Agriculture Sector are of greatest concern in this region. 
Since 1998, FEMA has issued 91 Federal disaster declarations for the States within the 
region.422 Severe storms, tornadoes, and flooding are the costliest natural hazards to 
the region, accounting for over 90 percent of the Federal funds issued for recovery and 
response efforts during this time.423 The region’s most common natural hazards are 
floods, severe storms, and tornadoes.424,425 Eastern Missouri lies within the New Madrid 
Seismic Zone, where some of the largest earthquakes in North America have occurred 
historically. 

(U)Tornadoes are a major threat to the region, especially Kansas and Nebraska, with all 
of these States in the top 11 in the Nation, in terms of number of tornadoes and 
resulting economic damage.426 The May 2011 tornado that hit the city of Joplin, 
Missouri, has a preliminary estimated cost of $1 to $3 billion.427 The tornado left at least 
125 people dead and several hundred injured, making it the single deadliest tornado to 
strike the United States since modern tornado recordkeeping began in 1950.428 With a 
$30 billion increase in inland storm insurance claims in the past three years and an 
already record year for tornadoes, the threat of severe storms and tornadoes appears to 
be increasing,429 also increasing risk for the region. 

(U//FOUO) Reducing risk to and ensuring resilience of the Food and Agriculture Sector 
in this region is critical to the Nation’s economy. All of these States are among the top 
10 agricultural producing States in the country430 and are famous for being part of the 
American heartland. They are also all among the top 12 States in terms of agricultural 
exports.431 Iowa, for example, leads the country in sales of corn, grains and oilseeds, 
pigs, and chickens for egg production.432 Despite this production, the Food and 
Agriculture Sector is vulnerable to naturally occurring and manmade hazards.433 
Chemicals and infectious diseases could be intentionally introduced at various points in 
the supply chain found in the region and cause severe economic consequences since 
the Food and Agriculture Sector accounts for about 13 percent of the gross domestic 
product and 18 percent of domestic employment in the United States.434 Naturally 
occurring diseases also threaten the sector and could lead to disastrous consequences. 
An outbreak of food-and-mouth disease in the United Kingdom resulted in over $10 
billion in losses to tourism and the Food and Agriculture Sector there.435 A similar 
scenario in the United States could result in costs as high as $24 billion.436 Threats and 
consequences have been and are expected to remain high for this sector, and these 
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along with current vulnerabilities, place this sector, the region, and the Nation at 
continued risk. 

(U//FOUO)The Chemical Sector plays an important role in supporting the Food and 
Agriculture Sector in the region. For example, Dodge City, Kansas, has an important 
nitrogenous fertilizer plant,437 and Hastings, Nebraska, has a distribution center for 
fertilizer.438 Chemicals are also involved in the production process for Iowa’s lucrative 
ethanol industry.439 The Chemical Sector itself is also an integral component of the U.S. 
economy.440 The terrorist threat to assets with the purpose of creating harmful public 
health and safety, 441 as well as economic442 consequences, is of great concern and 
contributes to the region’s risk. 

(U) From 1998 to 2009, there were 17 terrorist attacks in the region.443 Twelve of these 
were bombing/explosion attacks, and all 17 were directed against private citizens and 
property.444 The threat of terrorism creates significant risk for the region. Given the 
importance of food, agriculture, and the chemical industry in these States and the 
dependence of the Food and Agriculture Sector on the Chemical Sector, the threat of a 
terrorist attack on either or both of these sectors creates even greater risk to the region. 

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, and Food and Agriculture 
Sector.445 
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region VIII 

(U) Region VIII is composed of Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, 
and Wyoming. Risks to the Dams Sector and the Water Sector are of greatest concern 
in this region. Since 1998, FEMA has issued 61 Federal disaster declarations for the 
States within the region.446 The vast majority of these declarations were for disasters in 
North Dakota and South Dakota.447 Severe storms and floods are the two costliest 
natural hazards to the region,448 accounting for approximately 90 percent of the Federal 
funds issued for recovery and response efforts during this time.449 The region’s most 
common natural hazards are severe storms and events that cause flooding, flash 
flooding, and landslides.450 

(U) The ongoing threat of severe storms and flooding contribute to regional risk. 
Montana and Wyoming frequently deal with the threat of floods from high snowpack 
levels in the Northern Rocky Mountains.451 Further east, the Red River in North Dakota 
is very vulnerable to flooding and has exceeded flood stage in 47 of the past 108 years 
and every year from 1993 through 2010.452 Severe winter storms in 2011 were major 
contributors to flooding, with the water content of the snowpack ranked among the 
highest in the last 60 years.453 While the average annual flood damages from the Red 
River are estimated at more than $193 million, a 500-year event would flood nearly the 
entire city of Fargo with considerably higher economic costs.454 Sections of the Red 
River at East Grand Forks peaked at more than 6.6 meters above flood stage in 1997, 
slightly exceeding the 500-year statistical recurrence interval at that site.455 Though it is 
unknown when such an event would occur in Fargo, the city will remain at risk until a 
new floodwall or water diversion system is constructed to reduce this vulnerability.456  

(U) Colorado hosts a large system of 1900 dams that is critical to providing water to its 
citizens. However, many of these dams are in need of repairs. Though rare, the threat 
of a major dam failure is a concern throughout the region. The last major dam failure in 
Colorado happened in 1982 when the earthen Lawn Lake Dam led to a breach that 
released 220 million gallons of water, killing three people and causing $31 million in 
damage around the town of Estes Park.457 The failure of one or more of the Horsetooth 
Dams (part of the Big-Thompson water project, the largest trans-mountain water 
diversion project in Colorado) also could potentially inundate the Fort Collins, Colorado, 
area with property damage approaching $6 billion and affecting approximately 50,000 
people.458 The terrorist threat to Colorado dams was brought to light with the arrest of 
Khalid Aldawasari, who listed reservoir dams in Colorado as potential targets.459 
Ongoing threats to, and vulnerabilities within, the Dams Sector, as well as associated 
large-scale consequences, contribute to regional risk. 
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(U) The Water Sector provides drinking water for the large urban areas of Denver and 
Salt Lake City, generates electricity, and supports agriculture throughout the region. For 
example, the Colorado Big Thompson Water project serves all three of these purposes. 
As the system’s water is pumped across the Continental Divide, it is used to generate 
electricity at five power plants, fill reservoirs used for drinking water, and irrigate 
693,000 acres of Colorado farmland.460 The Central Valley Water Reclamation Facility 
in Utah also treats 75 million gallons of waste water each day and serves over 500,000 
people in the Salt Lake County.461 As the region is prone to both droughts and floods, 
mitigation of the risk to this sector in the region is critical.  

(U) From 1998 to 2009, there were 13 terrorist attacks in the region.462 Six of these 
were facility/infrastructure attacks.463 The region contains a significant number of 
National monuments and icons that could provide attractive targets. The threat of 
terrorism creates significant risk for the region. Given the importance of dams and water 
to these States, and the interdependence of the Dams Sector and the Water Sector, the 
threat of a terrorist attack on either or both of these sectors creates even greater risk to 
the region. 

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Dams Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, and Food 
and Agriculture Sector.464  
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region IX 

(U) Region IX is composed of Arizona, California, Hawaii, and Nevada, as well as the 
territories of American Samoa and Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
Islands, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, and the Federated States of 
Micronesia.465 Risks to the Commercial Facilities Sector and the Transportation 
Systems Sector are of greatest concern in the region. Since 1998, FEMA has issued 58 
Federal disaster declarations for the States and territories within the region.466 Severe 
storms are the costliest natural hazards to the region, accounting for nearly half the 
Federal disaster funds issued for recovery and mitigation in the region during this 
time.rr,467 Fires account for almost 30 percent, and typhoons and earthquakes make up 
another 10 percent each.468 The region’s most common natural hazards are 
earthquakes, severe storms, typhoons, and wildfires. Tsunamis are a less frequent by 
still hazardous threat to coastal regions.ss 

(U) The geology of the region, with some of the most active fault lines in the country,469 
makes the region particularly vulnerable to seismic events like earthquakes. For 
example, an earthquake with a 6.7 magnitude or larger has more than a 99 percent 
chance of occurring in California in the next 30 years.470 Earthquakes could cause 
significant damage to critical infrastructure in the region,471 especially with major fault 
lines located near the large urban centers of Los Angeles, San Diego, and San 
Francisco.472 The magnitude 6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake that struck San Francisco in 
1989 resulted in approximately $6 billion in economic costs.473 An earthquake impacting 
the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach also could be very expensive, as closing the 
ports for one week could cost $423 million to $1.5 billion.474 Earthquakes also affect 
other States and territories in the region, with Hawaii experiencing earthquakes 
frequently. This ongoing threat and related vulnerabilities, as well as the potential for 
large and pervasive consequences, contribute to regional risk. 

(U) Assets within the Commercial Facilities Sector are important drivers for the 
economy475 and are at greater risk. Assets in this sector are highly visible, are easily 
accessible, have the potential to result in mass casualties if attacked or otherwise 
destroyed,476 are symbolically important (as at theme parks477), and are of interest to 
terrorists, having been attacked previously. Open access counters the deterrence 
provided by security barriers at these facilities, making the sector more vulnerable to 

                                                             
rr (U) Severe storms that can produce heavy snows, flooding, high winds and even tornadoes are the most common weather threats 
in late winter and early spring. [Federal Emergency Management Agency, “Severe Weather Awareness Week,” 8 March 2001] 
ss (U) For example, the tsunami generated by the 8.9 magnitude Japanese earthquake on March 11, 2011 caused significant 
damage to Hawaii and northern California. 
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attacks478 and increasing risk for the sector in the region. Events featuring mass 
gatherings that take over large areas of land and become small cities, such as NASCAR 
races in Arizona, California, and Nevada, possess unique vulnerabilities that create 
risk.479 Terrorist attacks on commercial facilities in the region have been attempted in 
the past, including the thwarted al-Qa’ida/Jemaah Islamiyah plot to attack the U.S. Bank 
Tower in Los Angeles in 2003.480 Resort hotels in Hawaii, gaming facilities in Nevada, 
major spring training facilities in Arizona, and entertainment production facilities in 
California are only a few examples of high-value commercial facilities in the region.tt 
Due to the visibility and economic value of some of these assets, the threat to 
commercial facilities in the region remains high, contributing greatly to regional risk.481 

(U//FOUO) The Transportation Systems Sector is critical to the region due in large part 
to the geographic isolation of Hawaii and the island territories (American Samoa, Guam, 
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, the Republic of the Marshall 
Islands, and the Federated States of Micronesia). Risks to this sector also affect the 
other sectors that depend upon it or with which it is interdependent.482 For example, 
after the 1992 landfall of Hurricane Iniki in Hawaii (which caused $5 billion in 
damage),483 recovery and restoration efforts in a number of other critical infrastructure 
sectors were hampered because airports and docks were damaged on the island of 
Kauai.484 The region’s transportation networks also have been targeted by terrorist 
groups in the past, such as with the 2000 Millennium Bomb Plot against Los Angeles 
International Airport.485 Aviation assets remain top terrorist targets.486 The region’s 
urban areas, with 5 major metropolitan statistical areas ranked in the top 16 in the 
United States in terms of population size,487 ensure that reliance on other critical 
infrastructure sectors, such as the Energy Sector, Food and Agriculture Sector, and 
Water Sector, will continue to grow in the coming years. 

(U) From 1998 to 2009, there were 38 terrorist attacks in the region.488 Thirteen were 
facility/infrastructure attacks, and 35 took place in California.489 The terrorist threat to 
dams was also brought to light with the arrest of Khalid Aldawasari, who listed reservoir 
dams in California as potential targets.490As of February 2010, al-Qa‘ida had identified 
Los Angeles among a number of important cities where attacks should occur. The 
symbolic value of Las Vegas and Reno as major cities with economies driven by the 
thriving gaming industry makes them high-value targets and creates greater risk for the 
Commercial Facilities Sector within the region. Icons such as the Hoover Dam also 
make high-value targets. The threat of terrorism creates significant risk for the region. 
Given the importance of commercial facilities and transportation in these States, and the 

                                                             
tt (U) In 2010, Las Vegas/Clark County attracted 37 million visitors, 18,000 conventions and trade shows, and gaming revenue of 
$8.9 billion. [Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority, Frequently Asked Questions, www.lvcva.com/press/statistics-facts/visitor-
stats.jsp, accessed 9 May 2011] 
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interdependence of the Commercial Facilities Sector and the Transportation Systems 
Sector, the threat of a terrorist attack on either or both of these sectors creates even 
greater risk to the region.  

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk due to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Commercial Facilities 
Sector, Dams Sector, Defense Industrial Base Sector, Food and Agriculture Sector, 
Transportation Systems Sector, and Water Sector.491  
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(U) Risks to Federally Administered Region X  

(U) Region X is composed of Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Risks to the 
Energy Sector and Transportation Systems Sector are of greatest concern in this 
region. Since 1998, FEMA has issued 43 disaster declarations for the States within the 
region, with 29 of these directly linked to damage caused by severe storms.492 Severe 
storms and earthquakes are the two costliest natural hazards to the region,493 with 
severe storms accounting for approximately 65 percent of Federal funds issued for 
recovery and response efforts in the region during this time.494 The region’s most 
common natural hazards are earthquakes, landslides, severe storms and flooding, 
tornadoes, volcanic eruptions, and wildfires.495 Tsunamis are a less frequent by still 
hazardous threat to coastal regions.uu 

(U) Earthquakes are common in the region, with more earthquakes occurring in Alaska 
than in all other States combined.496 The 1964 Alaska 9.2 magnitude earthquake, the 
largest recorded in U.S. history,497 caused 128 deaths and about $311 million in 
property loss.498 The coastal areas of Oregon and Washington also lie at a convergent 
continental margin where the Cascadia subduction zone and the Juan de Fuca plates 
meet, increasing the potential for seismic activity.499 The region’s most populous city, 
Seattle, remains vulnerable to earthquakes because it sits atop a sedimentary basin 
that strongly affects the patterns of earthquake ground shaking and, therefore, potential 
damage.500  

(U//FOUO) The Transportation Systems Sector is critical to the region. Alaska’s 
geographical separation from the rest of the region and the continental United States 
highlights the importance of the region’s transportation infrastructure for both daily 
activities and emergency response.501 Alaska relies on ports in Washington State, which 
possesses the largest locally controlled public port system in the world, handling 
approximately seven percent of all U.S. exports and six percent of all U.S. imports. 
Together, the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma, Washington, make up the second-largest 
container complex in the United States,502 while the Washington State Ferry System is 
the largest ferry transit system in the country, incorporating both ports of entry and 
border crossings with Canada.503 International terrorist groups have attacked maritime 
assets around the world, and threats to these assets create additional regional risk.504 

(U) Interdependencies of the Energy Sector with other sectors in the region are very 
important. Alaska ranks second in the Nation for crude oil production, with the Prudhoe 
                                                             
uu (U) Although the tsunami generated by the 8.9 magnitude Japanese earthquake on March 11, 2011 did not cause massage 
damage regionally, the Port of Brookings Harbor, Oregon, sustained heavy damage. 
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Bay on Alaska’s North Slope producing approximately 264,000 barrels per day as the 
highest yielding oil field in the United States.505 The Trans-Alaska Pipeline, another 
critically important piece of the Nation’s transportation infrastructure (one that is 
challenging to protect for many reasons, such as its length and remote location506), 
transports crude oil from the North Slope to the Port of Valdez in southern Alaska, 
where it is shipped to refineries in Washington before heading to Portland, Oregon, and 
the rest of the region via the Olympic pipeline.507 Once refined, approximately 26,000 
barrels of oil508 travel on barges via the Columbia River to support the Food and 
Agriculture Sector and Transportation Systems Sector in Idaho, Oregon, and 
Washington.509 The United States also shipped 10.4 million tons of wheat through the 
Pacific Northwest (about 40 percent of total exports) last year. Any disturbance in these 
interdependent sectors, such as fuel shortages or prolonged closure of locks and dams 
on the Columbia River, could have significant economic impact510 and place the Energy 
Sector, as well as the region, at greater risk. 

(U) Terrorist attacks have also occurred in the region. From 1998 to 2009, there were 
23 terrorist attacks in the region.511 Fifteen were facility/infrastructure attacks, half of 
which were directed at businesses.512 Seattle, Washington is also a potential target for 
international terrorists. Khalid Sheikh Mohammad, the mastermind of the September 11, 
2001 attacks put the Northwest’s tallest building on his top 10 target list. Later, U.S. 
forces found photographs of the Space Needle in an al-Qa’ida hideout in Afghanistan. 
The threat of terrorism creates significant risk in the region. Given the importance of 
energy and transportation in these States, and the dependence of the Transportation 
Systems Sector on the Energy Sector, the threat of a terrorist attack on either or both of 
these sectors creates even greater risk to the region. 

(U//FOUO) Analysis of nationally significant critical infrastructure in the region indicates 
that the following sectors are at risk owing to their significant physical presence and the 
potential for greater consequences if they are attacked or fail: the Chemical Sector, 
Commercial Facilities Sector, Dams Sector, Energy Sector, and Transportation Systems 
Sector.513  
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(U) Conclusion: Path Forward to the Next National Risk Profile 

(U) The 2011 National Risk Profile provides a baseline for ongoing and potential future 
risks to the critical infrastructure. Subsequent Profiles will use the 2011 National Risk 
Profile as their baseline and will address those aspects of critical infrastructure risk that 
have changed or for which our understanding has changed. When the National Risk 
Landscape changes drastically in the future, the baseline for the National Risk Profile 
will be reestablished. 

(U) The next National Risk Profile will incorporate additional input from critical 
infrastructure stakeholders and partners as early as possible in the development 
process. First, the national cross-cutting, regional, and sectoral risks will be revisited 
with an eye towards identifying those areas where the risks have changed and/or 
understanding by members of the critical infrastructure community of those risks has 
changed.  

(U) Thereafter and throughout the period of development for the National Risk Profile, a 
variety of inputs will be solicited. These include but are not limited to: verbal and written 
comments from critical infrastructure members and experts, as well as data generated 
by critical infrastructure sectors, studies conducted by the National Laboratories, and 
perspectives from homeland security leaders throughout the public and private sector. 

(U) Information will also be gathered through site visits to the ten federally administered 
regions. Federal and non-federal personnel that are responsible for regional risk 
mitigation will be asked to provide their input and guide those responsible for developing 
the National Risk Profile to observe the impact of those national cross-cutting, regional, 
and sectoral risks that they feel affect their own regions. 

(U) The Homeland Infrastructure Threat and Risk Analysis Center (HITRAC) provides 
our partners throughout the critical infrastructure and resilience communities with the 
information they need to manage the risks they face. The National Risk Profile is one 
way in which that information is provided. The National Risk Profile also helps these 
leaders to plan and allocate resources using risk-informed metrics—a top priority of the 
Department of Homeland Security Office of Infrastructure Protection Critical 
Infrastructure Risk Management Enhancement Initiative. 

(U) The National Risk Profile helps risk managers understand the critical infrastructure 
risks they face now and may face in the future, as well as the context in which those 
risks play out. With the National Risk Profile, we hope our critical infrastructure and 
resilience leaders can better address the risks of tomorrow with the leadership and 
resources of today.
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(U) Definitionsvv 

(U) Consequence  The effect of an event, incident or occurrence. Consequence 
is commonly measured in four ways (human, economic, 
mission, and psychological) but may also include other 
factors, such as impact on the environment. 

 
(U) Dependency  The one-directional reliance of an asset, system, network, or  

collection thereof, within or across sectors, on input, 
interaction or other requirement from other sources in order 
to function properly. 

 
(U) Interdependency The mutually reliant relationship between entities (objects,  

individuals, or groups). The degree of interdependency does 
not need to be equal in both directions. 

 
(U) Risk   The potential for an unwanted outcome resulting from an  

incident, event or occurrence, as determined by its likelihood 
and the associated consequences. The potential for an 
adverse outcome assessed as a function of threats, 
vulnerabilities, and consequences associated with an 
incident, event, or occurrence. 

 
(U) Threat   A natural or manmade occurrence, individual, entity or action  

that has harmed or has indicated the potential to harm life, 
information, operations, the environment, and/or property. 
For the purpose of calculating risk, the threat of an 
intentionally-introduced hazard is generally estimated as the 
likelihood of an attack being attempted by an adversary. 

 
(U) Vulnerability  The probability of an attack, once launched, that will succeed  

in destroying, disabling, or otherwise significantly harming 
the target or system. 

 
 

                                                             
vv (U) For additional definitions, see the DHS Risk Lexicon. 
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